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ABSTRACT

The signal power reduction due to multipath fading is an important deigr

consideration in the development of air-air and ground-air communicatior links

at L-band. A first order mathematical model of ground reflection multipath is

used to predict the relationship between the depth of fading and envim'nmental

parameters such as surface roughness and the terminal positions r•';,,1 to

earth. The model is then used to investigate two techniques for rcducing the

loss in received signal power: frequency diversity and antenna height diversity.

A measurement program to experimentally eval.:ate the applicability of antenna

height diversity is outlined.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The signal power reduction due to multipath fading is an important design

consideration in the development of air-air and ground-air communication links

at L-band. A first order mathematical model of ground reflection multipath is

used to predict the relationship betweei, the depth of fading and environmental

parameters such as surface roughness and the terminal positions relative to

earth. The model is then used to investigate two techniques for reducing

the loss in received signal power: frequency diversity and antenna height

diversity.

The results suggest that significant reductions in fading due to reflection

multipath can be obtained by both diversity techniques, but that antenna height

diversity is substantially better for low altitude receivers. A measurement

program to experimentally evaluate the applicability of antenna height

diversity is outlined.

The first order mathematical model is based on assuming that the field

strength E at the receiving antenna is given by

E = Ed l + DRoP ejs +kL)}

where

Ed = direct ray field strength

Ro = classical reflection coefficient magnitude for the polarization

used.

s= classical reflection coefficient phase shift for the polarizd-

tion used



OL = phase lag of the reflected signal with respect to the direct

signal

D = divergence factor which takes into account the effect of the

curved surface of the earth on the amplitude of reflection

Ps = specular scattering coefficient due to surface roughness

= exp [-{(4fra sin a r/X) 2/21]

and a is the rms height of the surface irregularities, A the wavelength,

with ar the reflection angle. The above model in the absence of surface

roughness is the "classical" ray picture of electromagnetic energy propa-

gation [1]. The curvature of the ray paths due to vertical variations of

the refractive index is takan into accnunt by considering the ray paths as

straight lines, but replacing the earth's radius RE in any calculation by

an effective earth's radius of (4/3) RE. In eddition, we assume that the

antenna gain patterns are isotropic and that the lengths of the direct and

indirect ray paths are comparable so that the normal signal strength

attenuation due to distance is comparable for rays traversing the two

paths.

The reflected energy from a non-smooth surface may be decomposed into

specular and diffuse constituents [2]. Significant multipath fading occurs

only when the specular component is by far the greater of the two constituents

(e.g., at very low reflection angles). In Appendix 0 it is shown that when the

specular component is large, theory and experiment indicate that to a good

degree of approximation the specular component is given by the classical

expression with R0 replaced by psRo.
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In Table 1, we summarize a few representative cases when vertical polariza-

tion is used. Also shown in Table 1 is the improvement obtained by using

frequency diversity and antenna diversity. Clearly fading due to the

destructive interference caused by ground reflection multipath is predominately

a low altitude phenomena. For the cases presented it is apparent that at

receiver altitudes in excess of 1 kft fades in excess of 10 db should not

be experienced except over smooth dry soil.

The vertical antenna separation required for use of antenna height diversity

on an aircraft can be realized in a variety of ways, e.g., locating one

antenna at the top of the tail and another under the aircraft. With suitable

diversity combining of the antenna otAtpits, this configuration can significantly

reduce fading due to both aircraft shielling and reflection multipath. For

cases presented in the Table it is clear that a mere 9 ft. of vertical antenna

separation 3uffices to significantly reduce the naximum receiver altitude at

which fades greater than 10 db can be experienced. As indicated,roughly

comparable results can be realized with frequency diversity.

For frequency diversity to be effective in combating multipath fading,

the bandwidth must at least be comparable to the reciprocal of the differen-

tial time delay between the direct and the specularly reflected path. For
*l

The analysis of the diversity systems is based on assuming the signals
to be discrete tones. Although the frequency diversity improvement shown
strictly applies only to systems using several discrete tones, the results
are comparable to what would be obtained using other good bandspread wave-
forms [15]. An interesting subsidiary result of our analysis (see Appendix B)
was that the "optimal" distribution of vertical separations (discrete tones)
in a height(frequency) diversity system is to getherate separations that are
logarithmically spaced (i.e., the kth separation = maximum separation/ FKl
where F depends on the depth of fade to be alleviated).

3)
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a ground or near ground located antenna this is often an impractical technique

for combating ground reflection multipath because of the small differential

delay between the direct path and the multipath return. Antenna height

diversity can offer significant improvement with omnidirectional antennas.

The improvement would be less spectacular if the ground based antenna used

directivity to suppress the multipath return.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows: Section 2 provides

a more complete discussion of the ground multipath reflection interference as

well as an extensive graphical description of the usefulness of the two

diversity techniques. Two aspects are studied at length. The first is fade

margin selection. This is considered here to be the selection of the maximum

reduction in signal belov the free space value which the system parameters

chosen will permit. The fade margin selection will affect the spatial

regions of diversity usefulness. The 3 dB and 10 dB cases are used for

numerical results. The second aspect studied at length theoretically is

the limiting effect of ground roughness on the need for diversity techniques.

Some of the critical parameters used in assessing the practical utility of

antenna height diversity cannot be satisfactorily assessed with the ddta at

hand (e.g., airframe effects on the antenna pattern, spatial variations in

refractive index, the non-stationary character of real terrain). Section 3

(together with Appendices A and C) outlines a measurement program to experi-

mentally evaluate the application of antenna height diversity. The measure-

ments required are discussed in terms of:

(I) The nature of the transmitter-receiver link

(2) Flight profile

(3) Numbers of antennas and frequencies

5



SECTION 2

DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES

The diversity techniques to be considered involve:

(1) Two or more frequencies received at one antenna

for frequency diversity, and

(2) Two or more antennas spatially separated some

non-zero distance for spatial diversity.

The primary concern in this work is vertical spatial diversity for airborne

and ground antennas but frequency diversity is considered for the sake of

comparison. Although the general ideas are old (e.g., see [1] for some early

experiments), the frequency band and the freqcjency spread considered (10 MHz)

apparently have not been considered previously and the manner in which the

results are expressed appears to be new. This section will cover:

(1) The theoretical model of the multipath interference.

(2) Analytical and graphical description of the above

diversity techniques.

(3) An assessment of the fade margin selection on the

spatial regions of diversity usefulness.

6



(4) An assessment of the effect of ground roughness on the

spatial regions of diversity usefulness.

(5) A discussion of the limitations of the analysis.

2.1 INTERFERENCE MODEL

For simplicity, the ray picture of electromagnetic energy propagation will

be used in the discussion of the interference model. This represents a simpli-

fication of the exact wave theory and supposes that electromagnetic energy

radiates outward along trajectories whose geometry is determined by the variation

of refractive index according to the laws of geometric optics,. Thus, in free

space the ray paths are straight lines while in the atmosphere they are curved

lines. The effect of the lower atmosphere can be taken into account [1] in

an approximate but convenient fashion by considering the ray paths as straight

lines but replacing the earth's radius RE in any calculation by an effective

earth's radius Re which is usually taken as (4/ 3 )RE. Interference takes place

at a receiving antenna, between a direct ray from the transmitting antenna

and an indirect ray which emanated from the transmitter and was reflected off

the earth's surface toward the receiving antenna.

When the surface is smooth, the area of the surface from which the re-

ceived rays have been reflected is primarily the 1st Fresnel zone [2],ar, ellip-

tically shaped area whose dimensions and orientation are determined by geometry

of the locations of the transmitting and receiving antennas relative to the

curved earth. This antenna geometry is illustrated in Figure 1, end the details
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of the Fresnel zone size and orientation are discussed in Appendix A. Using

the law of cosines, it can be shown that the height of an antenna above the

curved earth h, is approximately

h h + h* (1)

where h is the height above the tangent plane shown in Figure 1 and the distance

h* 2Ie (h/sin 2) (2)
e

which can in turn be shown to be the distance of the tangent plane above the

curved earth at the radio horizon as illustrated in Figure 1. One direct ray

which emits from the antenna intersects the curved earth at a distance

dr=h/sina as a tangent line. The point of intersection is called the radio

horizon. The radio horizon ray is sometimes called the "line of sight."

From Eq. (2) dr= VReh* The error in hýh+h* is less than 3% for a<80,

h<55,000 ft, and 6<280.

The electric field strerngth E at the receiving antenna is given by

E = Ed + Er (3)

where Ed and Er represent the direct and reflected rays as mea,;ured at the

receiving antenna. By the use of further simplifying assumptions Eq. (3)

9



can be converted into a more useful form. It will be assumed that

(1) The antenna gain patterns are isotropic.

(2) The direct and indirect ray paths, rd and r1 + r 2 (see

Figure 1), are comparable so that the normal inverse distance

signal strength attenuation is comparable for rays traversing

the two paths.

Then, Eq. (3) may be written

E = Ed{l + R exp[j(qs + P')]} (4)

where R is the amplitude of the effective reflection coefficient of the re-

flecting area,(s is the phase change introduced by the reflection process, and

•. is the phase lag of the reflected signal with respect to the direct signal.

The reflected energy from a general curved non-smooth surface is usually

decomposed into specular and diffuse constituents [2,3]. At very low angles of

reflection, the specular constituent is by far the greater of the two (see

Figure 2) and it is in this situation (when the direct and reflected rays are

of comparable amplitude and have the potential of cancelling each other at

the receiver) that there would be interest in applying antenna diversity

techniques. Thus, the R for specular scattering is used here. Theory and

experiment indicate that to a good degree of approximation, R is given by [2,3]

10
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Fig. 2. Specular scattering coefficient vs apparent surface roughness.
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R 0 o D Ps (5)

Here R are the classical reflection coefficients with the "+" and "

superscripts indicating vertical and horizontal wave polarization. The

divergence factor D takes into account the effect of the curvature of the!I
curved surface on the amplitude of the reflection and is given by [2,3]:

5112

2r2r 1/2
D = + R e(r+r2)sin r (6)

where [3] rr 2 <4Re and ar is the angle between the incident (or reflected)

ray and the tangent line at point of reflection. The length of the najor

axis of the 1st Fresnel zone X becomes DX for a curved surface. ps is the

specular scattering coefficient which theory and experiment [2,.] indicate

is accurately given by

Ps = exp (-g/2)

g (4vasina r/A) 2 (7)
tr

where a is the rms height of the surface irregularities and A is the wavelength.

Eq. (7) is illustrated in Figure 2.

When 0=s+Lis an odd multiple of ff (see Eq. (4)), then the interference

between the direct and reflected rays causes a power loss in total received

signal of 20 loglO(l-R). The resulting fading is only significant when 0 is

"sufficiently" close to an odd multiple of v. For 1.3>R>0.7, the fraction (P)

12'C
L



A 5

of airspace for which fades equal to or greater than 10 db will occur is

given by

P (>10 db fade) = -cosl 9+R 2  (8)
Tr

which is illustrated in Figure 3a. For 1.7>.R.0.3, the fraction of airspace for

which fades equal to or greater than 3 db will occur is given by

22

F(>3 db. fade) =1 cos{1  +R 2  (9)

which is illustrated in Figure 3b.

mK:
The crucial quantity •Lis given by L=2.1r6/x where the physical path

length difference

6- R1 + R - Rd (10)

With reference to Figure 1, this may be written

= /(d')2 + ' (ht hr) - (d)2 + (ht _ hr)2 (11)

which, when

ht~hr << d' d

13
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reduces with great accuracy to

~2h rh t
6 ~(12)

so that

4rrhrhtTL- r td 
(13)

'P Xd

From Eqs. (4) and (13), the received signal power vs. receiver antenna vertical

altitude can be determined as a periodic function and is illustrated in

Figure 4 for receivers at distances (as measured along the surface of the

earth) of 50 and 100 miles from the transmitting antenna. The periodicity

clearly permits the application of vertical spatial diversity, although the

precise way that fixed spatial separations can be used over a broad spectrum

of distances from the transmitter is not immediately obvious and will be

discussed briefly later in the text and in greater detail in Appendix C. The

spatial regions in which the interference model, using the ray optic description

of propagation, is applicable, is from the transmitting antenna approximately

up until the radio horizon. Numerous experiments bear this out. If the

attitude h* is given in feet and Re=( 4 /3)RE, then the distance to the radio

horizon, given in Section 2.1, reduces to

dr = 2h* (in miles). (14)

1
15
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The equations presented in this subsection provide the basis for the

analysis to follow.

2.2 ANALYSIS OF DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES

Eqs. (4) and (12) can be used as a basis for analyzing spatial and

frequency diversity. After some preliminary analysis of surface reflections

and the effects of curved terrain, these techniques will be examined in the

above order and then a number of observations and interrelationships will be

briefly noted.

2.2.1 Variation in Surface Reflections
Suppose at one antenna of the set ViL is assumed that the worst phase

condition occurs (i.e., Ed is ir radians out of phase with E r) and it is

specified that the ,,waximum fade is 3 db, i.e., 20 loolo(l-R)=3 db maximum.

Then, (l-R) 2=0.5 and thus R must satisfy R*0.3. Consulting the reflection

coefficient curves in Figure 5, it can be found that for a vertically polarized

wave incident on a smooth, flat surface, Ro0 O.3 is obtained for a reflection

angle* ar of:

• For dry soil: trl 9.50, 320

For sea water: a 2 80 (15)

17
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4

These results may be plotted (as shall often be done later in this section)

as horizontal lines on a graph of •r vs. receiving antenna altitude (h) above

the curved earth surface. (See Figure 6.) The angles in Eq. (14) are double

valued because vertical polarized waves are being considered, and R for these

waves goes from jnity (at 9=0) monotonically down to a minimum(af the pseudo-

Brewster angle) and ther increases monotonically to a non-unity maximum (at ,=900).

Within the area bounded by ar=9.5 0 and 320 in Figure 6, the interference-caused

fades are less than 3 db below a direct signal received in free space (with no

reflected signal interference) when the scattering surface is flat, smooth

dry soil. A similar .. dtement may be made for the case of interference from

waves reflected from a flat, smooth sea.* Thus, it may be noted that no special

techniques are required to combat multipath fading of 3 db or more within the

above boundaries. However, some technique is required for combating multipath

reflection outside these regions.

If the fade margin is selected as 10 db, i.e., 20 loglO(l-R)=-l0 db

maximum, then RoZO.7 which is obtained from a smooth flat surface for a re-

flection angle of:

for dry soil: etr 3 • 30

for sea water: cr4  10, 280 (16)

* These results will be generalized later to include curved, rough surfaces.
** The absence of a second angle is due to the fact that past the pseudo-Brewster

angle,R does not climb up to 0.7 again.
0
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Below these horizontal lines in Figure 7, the received signal power reduction

due to interference is 10 db or less, so that special techniques are required

to get 10 db or less fades above these angles. Due to the magnitude of the

numerical values in this case, these lines must be calculated taking into

account divergence which is discussed at greater length in the subsection

2.2.2. (The effect of the terrtin's curvature, as given by the 6ivergence'

factor D, provides some aid but not to a practical degrce in all cases).

2.2.2 The Effect of Terrain curvature

The effect of terrain curvature on signal reflection is taken into

account in (4), (5) and (6) by the use of the divergence factor D. Not

only ar, but also ht and hr must be considered. For a 3 db fade margin

assuming the other terms in the right hand side of Eq. (5) are practically

unity, D=0.3 would be required. This leads, from Eq. (6), to

rlr
sinar 12- (16)5Re(rl+r 2)

Except for sea water in which t8e trouble free area is bounded in
the ar- hr diagram by a rl and a Z28

r

21
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In general, 1/2 < rlr 2/(rl+r 2 ) < 1 so that;

rI rl
< sin ar <-5  (17)

e e

When r=r2  hr =hr + lORe sin 2ar (18)

Whenr r hr =h + 5R sin2r a2 1 r r e r'

In these special cases, algebraic manipulation leads to the time-saving

result; when rl=r 2 then hr=5 hr, and when r 2>>r then h= 2.5 hr. Thus;

when rl=r 2  hr = 6(lOR sin 2  ) (20)
1 2 re r

when r 2 »>>r 1  hr = 3.5(5Re sin2 ar) (21)

These boundaries are illustrated in Figures 6 and 8. Above and to the

right of these boundaries, the terrain curvature insures that the Fade margin

of 3 db is met. Below and to the left of these boundaries, some technique is

required to reach the fade margin until the limiting reflection angle for

reduced surface reflection is the reflection angle of operation. Although D

23
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and R are multiplicative terms in Eq. (5), each is essentially unity when

the other is about 0.3 in the portion of the %-hr space shown in the figures

for 3 db fades. Thus, they may bfe plotted as separate lines. This is not

true for the 10 db fade margin discussed next.

For a 10 db fade margin, if the othor terms in the right hand side of Eq.

(5) are essentially unity,D:O.7 is required. This leads, from Eq. (6), to

2r r2

sin z 2r(22)R(r+r)

In general,

r < sin 2re (23)

IF- r-Re e

*0

With the time-saving results that here, hr =(l/2) hi for rl=r 2 and hr=(/4) hr

for r 2>>rl; it follows from Figure 1 and Eq. (1) that
i2

when rl=r sin2 c) (24)"12 re e s r

where r 2>>r hr 1.25 (0.5R sin ) (25)

These boundaries are illustrated in Figure? 7 and 9. The same comments apply

as were made for the 3 db case immediately following Eq. (21) with an im-

portant exception. That is, there is a portion of the t-hr diagram which

D and R must be simultaneously accounted for as shown by the extra curved
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lines shown in Figures 7 and 9. The calculation of this follows from setting

DRo= 0.7 and deriving from Eq. (6) the equation A,
h h* .2o2mr

h +Re sin 2r {2R2(a - 11/2
i rs

Because the reflection angle, ar, cannot be significantly altered during 1
the time spans of interest, diversity must be employed to alter kL (see Eq. (4))

in regions where aid is required in minimizing the effect of multipath reflections.

We now discuss two methods of obtaining the change in ýC vertical height diversity

which changes h in (4) and frequency diversity where one changes x in (4).r

2.2.3 Antenna Height Diversity

It was found that the minimal required horizontal antenna separations

required to obtain a significant change in L by changing d in Eq. (4) are

generally too large for practical airborne application at L-baAd frequencies

or lower. The minimal required vertical separations will be shown to be of

oractical interest at L-band but of considerably ,ess interest at UHF.

This section analytically describes a technique of analyzing vertical height

diversity for antennds. It is only assumed that the antenna gain varia-

tions with direction is the same for each antenna involved, an assumption

which will be reconsidered in Section 2.5.

Suppose at one antenna, and at one frequency fo' Ed and Er are in phase

opposition and comparable in magnitude. Then, deep fading will take place

at that antenna. At another antenna, located vertically above or below the

first, it is desired to limit the fading to a maximum of F db below LU'e

Jý27



signal. A practical way to do this is to obtain a chanqe in e (the

phase lag between the direct and reflected signals) written a 0L9 so

that Er lies outside or tangent to a circle about the tip of Ed (see

Figure 10) of radius p where 20 loglO(l-p)=-F db. Several things can be

noted from Figure 10:

(1) For AV_>AL0= the angle of the tangent line, Er may be

of any magnitude and the maximum fade at the second antenna

will still be F db.

(2) AvLO is the smallest angle for which this is true.

Therefore, AVLO is chosen as the desired angular lag between Ed and Er at the

second antenna. A more detailed discussion of the diversity combining technique

assumed and the relevance of AýL 0 as estimated from Figure 10 appears in Appendix E.

The vertical separation Ahr, required to obtain the desired phase lag

can be determined from Eq. (13) by the relation

Z(L0 = t)Aht (26)
t

When r1=r2 , then sin ctr=ht/rl ht/dt 2 ht/d and the required separation is

given by

AhA-0 (27)Ar = () -• •

When r2 »>>r, then sin ar=ht/rlhht /dt ht/d and then

Ahr = (X_) A0L0 (28)4 Tsin r

28
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Er

Ed
(a)

Er

(b)

Fig. 10. The geometry of the direct and reflected electric fields
(a) at the first antenna, (b) at the second antenna.
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From Eqs. (26), (27), and (28) it may be observed that:

(1) Spatial diversity is increasingly practical as A gets small.

It will be seen in the next section that for frequencies around

1 GHz, '.e., XZl ft, the method is practical even for small

present-day aircraft.

(2) For a fixed value of ht/d, the required antenna separation Ahr

is independent of the receiving antenna altitude.

(3) For a givens Ahr and AQL0 (which in turn means a given fade

margin) Eqs. (27) and (28) describe the smallest multipath

reflection angle ar for which a fade margin F can be maintained.

They are

ar> sin -1 A "(L0O

r - 7r

from Eq. (27) and crjsin-l{(A@oLo/4r)(\/Ahr)1 from Eq. (28)

2.2.4 Frequency Diversity

This section reconsiders the situation described in the prior section

but effects a change A9L[ at a single antenna by using frequencies f and fo+Af.

From Eq. (13), the required frequency difference satisfies

ht

AL0 = ) hr (29)
0

where Co=3xl0 8 meters/sec.Z10 9 ft./sec.

30
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Similiar to the previous discussion when rl=r 2

Af = (L&LO/2w)(Co/hr)/sin ca (30)

and when r2>>rI

Af : (AL0 /n/4)(Co/hr)/sin ar (31)

From the above, it may be observed that

(1) For a given fade margin (and hence a given AqpLO) and

a given reflection angle as the receiving antenna height

decreases, the minimum frequency spread Af must increasc.

Thus, for a fixed spread, increasingly deep fades occur

as hr decreases.

(2) For fixed values of hr and ALO, the minimum

reflection angles that are acceptable vary with Af. In

particular, for rl=r

ar I sin {4(A4LO/27T)(Co/hr)/Af}

and for r2>>r 1 a similar result with 2 replaced by 4

applies.

(3) For a given A9LO ht/d, and x

Ahr Af

r 0

31



Thus, when frequency and spatial diversity are available,

spatial diversity will be more useful for

hr < (Ahmax)(fo/Afmax) (32)

and frequency diversity will be more useful for

fo0 < (Af max)(hr/Ahmax) (33)

Figures 6,7,8, and 9 illustrate result (32) quantitatively and these figures

will be discussed in detail in Section 2.3.

2.2.5 Coverage

Sections 2.3 and 2.4 will discuss in detail the spatial coverage

obtained by the use of spatial and frequency diversity and the other effects

previously mentioned. Appendix B will give a quantitative theory for the

optimum spacing of antennas in a linear array used for spatial diversity (as

well as a related theory for the optimum separation of frequencies in a

multiple tone frequency diversity technique). In this subsection, a simple

brief discussion will be given of coverage and antenna spacing to obtain some

initial insight into the topic.

Suppose, for example, four antennas can be used in a spatial diversity

system. Further, suppose the first two antenna are separated by Lhl=5 feet;

a third antenna is separated from the second Ah 2=10 feet, and the fourth

32



antenna is separated from the third by Ah3=20 feet. From these then, there

exist other spatial diversity separations:

Ah4 = AhI + Ah2 = 15 feet

Ah5 = Ah2 + Ah3 = 30 feet

Ah6 = Ah1 + Ah2 + Ah3 = 45 feet

Frcm these six values of Ah r, Eq. (26) yields six lines in ht-d space

(independent of hr) for which

(ht/d)i = (X/Ahi) (ApLO/47r) (i=1,...,6) (34)

shown as dotted lines in Figure 11. For AqpLO=Tr/ 2 , which is used in obtaining

Figure U, it is seen from Figure 10 that jE/EdI=l so that no fading occurs.

As Au is decreased from n/2, fades of increasing magnitude occur. Thus, if

a range of fades up to some selected maximum value F are permitted, the

previous lines in Figure 11 become siaes of triangles in the ht-d space within

which fades •o deeper than F can occur. Thus, in Figure 11 a given portion

of the airspace is covered by these triangles. Outside of these triangles,

fades of undesirable magnitude occur. The best "covering of this h t-d

space by a minimal number of antennas is discussed in Appendix B.
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ANTENNA SEPARATION IN FEET 118-4-1384i

Ah 1=5 Ah2 =I0 Ah 4 15 Ah 3 20 Ah 5 30 Ah 6 35

j 1.0 1

a1 II

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

DISTANCE FROM DIVERSITY ANTENNA (mi)

Fig. 11. Space coverage in ht-d space by four antenna spatial diversity system.
The dotted lines are those for which Eq. (34) is exactly satisfied.
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2.3 ASSESSMENT OF FADE MARGIN SELECTION ON SPATIAL REGIONS OF USEFULNESS

OF DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES

The relative effects on the range of diversity technique effectiveness

due to the selection of 3 db and 10 db fade margins are compared in this

section for smooth scattering surfaces. The boundary lines in xr-hr space

due to ground reflection and divergence as individual and simultaneous factors

for 3 db and 10 db fades are discussed in subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.

For 3 dh fades, it follows from the graphical construction in Figure 10

that APLO=7/4. For rl=r 2, it follows from Eq. (27), with X=lft., that

Ahr = 1/8 sin ar (rl=r 2 ; F=-3 db) (35)

and hence Ahr=9 ft. implies sin ar=1/ 7 2 , while Ahr=3 6 ft. implies sin r=1I/ 28 8 ,

both of which are shown in Figure 6. For r 2 »>>r, it follows from Eq. (28),

with X=l ft., that

Ahr 1/16 sin cr (r 2>>rl; F=-3 db). (36)

In this case, Ahr=9 ft. implies sin ar=l/1 44 , while Ahr=3 6 ft. requires that

sin ar=1/5 7 6 , both of which are shown in Figure 8. For frequency diversity

when rl=r 2, it follows from Eq. (30) and the choice of Af=lO MHz that

hr =h *h r + 100/8 sin cr (r=r2 ; F=-3 db) (37)
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However, when r 2»>r,, it follows from Eq. (31) and the choice of Af=IOMHz that

h hr = h r + 100/16 sin ar (r 2»>rl; F=-3 db) (38)

Eq. (37) is plotted in Figure 6 and Eq. (38) is plotted in Figure 8. The

above information is summuarized in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Results Corresponding to 3 db Fade Margins.

2= I '2>>r

sinrl/Ahsincx=1/16 Ahr Spatial rNversity
si 10/ hsiar r r_________

I sn r=10/ hr sn(r=100/16 h r IFreq. Diversity (Af=1O MHz)j

In a similar manner, 10 db fades may be considered. From the use of

Figure 10, L.PLOzs in-I {0.3}z0.3. The results for Ah r=9 ft., 36 ft., and

Af=l0 MHz are plotted in Figures 7 and 9 and the equations are summ~iarized in

Table 3 below.

Taole 3. Results Corresponding to 10 db Fade Margins.

J~~~ ____________r 2 r, r2 r

Spatial Diversity sin atr O.3/12 1TAh r sin Otr 0. 3/41Thr

Freq. Diversity (Af-lO MHz) sin Otrz 3O/2,ahr sin ctrz 3 0/4 ,Thr
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Comparing Figure 6 (3 db fade margin) and Figure 7 (10 db fade margin),

a number of general observations may be made.

(1) The reflection angle ar at which frequency or antenna diversity

is of aid is numerically larger for the 3 db case (Figure 6)

than for the 10 db case (Figure 7).

X'(2) Frequency diversity is potentially of considerable usefulness

in the 3 db case and of little value in the 10 db case (for Af=lO MHz).

(3) The range of angles, ar' (within which antenna diversity with

Ahr=9 ft. is of use) is greater in the 3 db case than in the

10 db case.

When rl=r 2 , then

(1) In the absence of frequency diversity, antenna diversity with

Ahr=9 feet is useful, for 3 db fade margins for all practical

receiver altitudes roughly:

(a) Between a r equal about 10 and 40 and a r greater

than 80 for sea water.

(b) Between cr equal about 10 and 9.50 and ar greater

than 320 for dry soil.

(2) In the absence of frequency diversity, antenna diversity with

Arh=9 feet is useful for 10 db fade margins up to a maximum

receiving antenna altitude of-

(a) 12,000 ft. above dry land, and

(b) 800 ft. above sea water.

These upper bounds are imposed by the DRo curves shown in Figure 6.

The range of reflection angles cr for which the above applies are:
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(a) Between about 0.30 and about 10 for sea water.

(b) Between about 0.30 and about 30 for dry land.

(3) If frequency diversity (Af=lO MHz) is already in use, antenna

diversity is only additionally useful:

(a) Up to a maximum receiving antenna altitude of about

1000 feet for the 3 db case (which occurs at about

ar=I0).

(b) In the 10 db case, up to a maximum receiving antenna

altitude of:

(i) About 1300 feet above dry land (which occurs

at about arz3°).

(ii) About 800 feet above sea water (which ocurs
at about a 0.30).

Comparing Figure 8 (3 db fade margin) and Figure 9 (10 db fade margin),

a number of observations, analogous to the above ones, may be made when r2>>rI

(1) In the absence of frequency diversity, antenna diversity with

Ah r=9 feet is useful, for 3 db fade margins, up to a receiving

antenna altitude of dbout 23,000 ft. above the curved earth (at

about a :0.40) and higher altitudes for larger ar. For hr,123,000,

antenna diversity is useful for reflection angles:

(a) Between ar equal about 0.40 and about 40 and ay

greater than about 90 for sea water.

(b) Between Ctr equal about 0.4' and about 100 and r

greater than about 300 for dry land.

38



(2) In the absence of frequency diversity, antenna diversity with

Ahr=9 feet is useful, for 10 db fade margins, up to a maximum

receiving antenna altitude of:

(a) About 5,000 feet above dry land.

(b) About 400 feet above sea water.

The range of reflection angles or for which tne above applies are:

(a) Between about 0.150 and about l1 for sea water.

(b) Between about 0.15° and about 30 for dry land.

(3) If frequency diversity (frequency spacing Af=l0 MHz) is already in

use, antenna diversity is only additionally useful:

(a) Up to a maximum receiving antenna altitude of about

1,300 feet for the 3 db case (which occurs at about

ar 0.40).

(b) In the 10 db case, up to a maximum receiving antenna

altitude of:

(i) About 550 feet above dry land (which occurs

at about a=.30).
r

(ii) About 37 feet above sea water (which occurs

at about aO 0.40).
r

Some of the implications of the preceding observations may appear clearer,

when applying some simple geometric relations to obtain Figures 12 and 13. For

eximple, in Figure 12 it may be seen for the 3 db case thz+ for rl=r

hr:l),O000 feet=ht, antcýia diversity with Ahr=9 feet combats multipath inter-
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ference so that an extra distalnce between aircraft of 144 miles (from d=24

miles out to d=168 miles) is added to that resulting from reduced ground

reflection from dry soil in which F>-3db. In the identical case for sea water,

"an extra distance between aircraft of 116 miles (from d=52 miles out to d=168

miles) is added. The preceding neglects the extra 28 miles for the sea water

case, and the extra 8 miles for the dry soil case obtained to the left of the

bounded area of diminished reflection shown in Figure 12. The use of frequency

diversity (with Af=l0 MHz) would add an extra 76 miles (from d=168 miles out to

d=244 miles) of permissible aircraft separation (for F>-3db) which is only

36 miles short of the radio horizon for that altitude (h =10,000 feet). Belowr

about hr=l000 feet and closer than d=28 miles, the antenna diversity (with

Ahr=9 feet) technique becomes superior to the frequency diversity technique

(with Af=l0 MHz), as shown in Figure 12.

In sharp contrast to the above, Figure 13 illustrates the 10 db case for
rl=r 2 . Here, h r=10,000 feet is excluded from consideration with respect to the

rA
diversity system because the DR0 factor provides the :csired antimultipath aid

14
Sover a substantial portion of the space. Rather, at hrz800 feet and below, the

rrantenna diversity (with Ahr=9feet) provides a small amount of extra permissible

aircraft separation when F>-l0 db. The maximum extra distance (40 miles) is

obtained at about hr2800 feet when compared to the dry soil limit and reduces

rapidly as hr decreases. The maximum extra distance, obtained below hr=8 0 0 feet,

when compared to the sea water limit is about 15 miles. Here again, in sharp

contrast to the 3 db case, frequency diversity yields small benefits and only

over a segment which falls near a portion of the sea water limit.
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Now consider the 3 db case when r2>>r,; more precisely, assume that the

receiving antenna is quite close to the ground (say, hr<50 feet). Suppose

Ahr=9 feet and ht=lO,O00 feet. Then from Figure 14, antenna diversity will

add 86 miles (from d=26 miles out to d=112 miles) to that obtained from re-

duced sea water reflections, and will add 100 miles (from d=12 miles out to

d=112 miles) to that obtained from reduced dry soil reflection. This neglects

the 14 miles and 8 miles on the left of the regions of reduced reflection from

awater and dry soil respectively. At ht=l0,000 feet, the antenna diversitysea wa er anveyso l re peiie y . At h

outer limit (for Ahr=9 feet) is only 28 miles from the radio horizon. Note

for the receiver antenna very close to the ground, frequency diversity is not

useful.

Figure 15 illustrates the 10 db case when r 2>>rl, and say hrý_50 feet. As

above, frequency diversity yields no benefits in this case. However, antenna

diversity with Ahr= 9 feet, and ht=1O,000 feet above sea water for example,
dr
yields an additional aircraft separation of 50 miles (from d=80 miles out to

d=-130 miles). Above dry soil, an additional 100 miles is obtained (from d=30

miles out to d=130 miles). This is quite similar to the 3 db case, and

the hr = 9 feet antenna diversity limit is quite close to the radio

horizon.

2.4 ASSESSMENT OF GROUND ROUGHNESS ON BENEFITS FROM DIVERSITY TECHNIOUES

Perfectly smooth terrain over a significant distance is relatively rare.

Commonly, natural surfaces have some roughness, one effect of which is to

attenuate the waves scattered from it. It is usually convenient to model
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10O z RECEIVER ALTITUDE < 50 FEET

SMOOTH DRY LAND LIMIT

SMOOTH SEA LIMIT

0J jO4

•. •ANTENNA DIVERSITY

I'- LIMIT (9 ft)I-

oZ 10: RADIO HORIZON

41

I-

IOdB FADES i,•4_,39 i

0 20 40 60 so 1100 120 140

SURFACE MILES FROM REFLECTION POINT

Fig. 15. Antenna diversity limit, terrain reflection and divergence limits for the
10 dB case in the presence of smooth terrain illustrated in hr--d space when r2 >> ri.
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non-smooth surfaces as a sample function of a Gaussian random process [2,3].

If the surface state varies with time, as it does for the ocean, or if the

transmitter and/or receiver are in relative motion over the non-smooth surface.

then the received signal may be conveniently decomposed into specular and diffuse

components [2,3]. The specular component may be conveniently modeled as a deter-

ministic signal for which the angle of incidence of the incident rays with

respect to a reference or datum surface equals the angle of reflection of the

reflected rays with respect to that reference surface [3]. At the low grazing

angles of interest in the present work, the specular component completely

dominates the diffuse component [2,3]; and it is that component which is con-

sidered in the interference model. The reflection coefficient R of the non-

smooth surface is given by Eq. (5)* with the specular scatter cofficient ps

approximated by Eq. (7). Both theory and experiment indicate that Eq. (7) is

a fairly accurate mathematical model for ps. For a smooth surface, ps=l and for

non-smooth surfaces with o (the RMS height of the surface irregularities)

greater than zero, then O<ps<l. Eq. (7) forp is illustrated in Figure 2.

To obtain some reasonable numerical results, a tabulation of the presently-

known statistics of ocean roughness [4] was consulted. From this, it was

observed that ocean wave height was greater than or equal to 4 feet about

half the time. Thus, Y=4 feet was chosen as a reasonable median value with

which to numerically evaluate Eq. (7). From Eqs. (5), (6), and (7) and

sin a r=h/r, results for hr=h r(a ) were obtained for the combined effects from

* R=IR± jDps
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smooth surface reflection, surface roughness, and curvature. When r2>>rl

thenjfor the 3 db case

h = h* + R sin2 r{0lRo2 (ar)exp[-1287r2sin 2 r]-l}/2 (39)•ir hr e

while for the 10 db case

hr = h + Re sin2 arf2Ro2 (ar)exp[-1287 2sin2%r]-l}1/2 (40)

These have been plotted in Figures 16 (3 db case) and 17 (10 db case).

Comparing these figures with the corresponding figures for smooth terrain, it

is clear that the benefits from frequency and antenna diversities, beyond those

provided by the electromagnetic properties of the media and curvature of the

terrain surface, are substantially less when the terrain is non-smooth. This

is also seen to be true in the r2 =rI case illustrated in Figures 18 (3 db case)

and 19 (10 db case). In addition, the double-valued angle effect from Ro

(arising from the psuedo-Brewster angle effect) is absent in the rough terrain

cases. The frequency and spatial antenna diversity limit curves shown in

Figures 16 to 19 are unchanged from the corresponding curves in Figures 6 to 9

because terrain roughness does not enter the equations developed to describe the

effect of these techniques.

To examine the reduction in benefits from diversity techniques when the

terrain is rough with a=4 , consider first the comparisons in the 3 db case.

In general, the range 6f angles cr (within which antenna diversity with
rI
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Ahr=9 feet is of use) is much less in the 3 db non-smooth terrain case than

in the 3 db smooth terrain case. When r 2=rI arnd r 2>>rI the band of angles for

naturally reduced terrain reflection changes to a single boundary where:

(1) The range of ar changes from about 40 through 80 to the single

value of about 1.50 for sea water. :

(2) The range of ar changes from about 9.50 through 320 to the single

value cf close to 1.50.

When r 2=rl, the minimum receiver altitude at which frequency diversity

(Af-lO MHz) is needed.

(1) Is raised from about hrZ20 0 feet to about 700 feet fGr sea water.

(2) Ts raised from about hr 8 0 feet to about 600 feet for dry soil.

Comparing Figure 20 with Figure 14, it is seen that the extra inter-aircraft

distance for h r=10,000 feet for which F>-3 db obtained by spatial diversity is

reduced:

(1) From 144 miles in the smooth terrain case to 55 miles in the

non-smooth dry soil case.

(2) From 116 miles to 48 miles in the non-smooth sea water

case.

The comparison is even sharper when the distances to the left of sea

water and dry soil curves in Figure 20 are taken into account.
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Tn the 3 db case, with o= 4 feet, and r2>>rI, Figure 21 should be

compared with Figure 15. It may be seen that the minimum altitude at which

frequency diversity (Af= 10 MHz) is needed:

(1) Is raised from about hr=lO0 feet to about 280 feet for sea water.

(2) Is raised from about hr=38 feet to about hr=240, teet for dry soil.

Comparing Figure 21 with Figure 14, it is seen that the extra interaircraft
distance from h=1O,O00 feet (for which F>-3 db) obtain(' by spatial diversity

is reduced:

(1) From 86 miles in the smooth sea water case to 51 miles for

non-smooth sea water.

(2) From 100 miles in the smooth dry soil case to 67 miles for non-

smooth dry soil.

In the 10 db case, the effect of non-smooth terrain with a=4 is again

considered. As in the 3 db case, the band of angles in the smooth terrain case

for reduced terrain reflection from sea water due to decreased Ro (and D) as a

function of cr is changed to a single boundary line when the terrain is non-

smooth. The dry soil reflection case is a single boundary for (in the 10 db

case) both smooth and non-smooth terrain. Considering Figures 17, 19, 13, and

15, in general:

(1) The range of angles ar (within which antenna diversity with

Ahr=9 feet is of use) is much less in the 10 db non-smooth terrain

case than in the 10 db smooth terrain case.

(2) The frequency dive:-sity technique (with Af=10 MHz) is of little use

in both smooth an(. non-smooth terrain cases.
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When rI = r 2, then comparing Figures 22 and 13, it is clear that antenna diversity

(with h =9 feet) is of use in a smaller range of h when the terrain is rough.r r
Thus, in Figure 13(with smooth terrain) the maximum receiver altitude above sea

water for which height diversity is of use, is about 800 feet whiile in Figure 22

it can be seen that the maximum useful receiver Z1titude above sea water is

aL' ;t 450 feet. For the preceeding sea water case, the maximum useful inter-

aircraft separation is typically about 12 miles whe- the terrain is smooth,

and about 3 miles when the terrain is non-smooth. For dry soil, in this

case the maximum useful interaircraft separation is typically about 40 miles

when the terrain is smooth, and typically less than 10 miles when the terrain

is non-smooth.

When rn-s >>ro 2 then comparing Figures 23 and 15 it is again clear that ron-

smooth terrain reduces the dsefulness of antenna diversity. For example

with Ah = 9 feet, and a transmitter altitude above the curved earth of 5,000

feet antenna diversity "buys" a bit less than 50 miles when the surface is a

smooth sea while antenna diversity "buys" a bit less than 30 miles for a

nonsmooth sea. For the same conditions antenna diversity "buys" a bit more

than 90 milks over smooth dry earth, but only buys approximately 40 miles over

nonsmooth dry earth.
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Fig. 22. Antenna diversity limits, non-smooth terrain reflection and divergence limits
for the 10 dB case withac=4 feet illustrated in hr-d space when yrir.
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Fig. 23. Antenna diversity limits, non-smooth terrain reflection for the 10 dB case
with a=4 feet illustrated in ht-d space when r2 >> r1 .
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2.5 COMMUNICATION BETWEEN A HIGH ALTITUDE TRANSMITTER AND LOW ALTITUDE

RECEIVERS

Antenna diversity can overcome severe multipath problems when

communication is attempted between a high altitude transmitter (possibly a

drone relay) and low flying aircraft. However, this useful effect is

substantially reduced when the surface is not smooth. The reason for

this reduction is that the rough surface produces much less severe

multipath reflection than the case of the comparable smooth surface and

hence there is much less to be "bought" by the use of antenna diversity.

The calculations in this section are all based on the theory

presented in prior sections for vertically polarized waves. To be specific,

it will be assumed that the high flying transmitter is at an altitude of

50,000 feet above the curved earth with Ah = 9 feet and Af = 10 MHz. The

two fade margins of 3 db and 10 db are selected for illustrative examples.

The commentary here will center on four figures which should illustrate

all the points of interest, Figures 24,25,26 and 27. The vertical coordinate

is receiver altitude (in feet) and the horizontal coordinate is interaircraft

separation (in miles) as measured along the curved surface of the earth.

In Figure 24, a 3 db case for a smooth earth, two regions of diminished

surface reflection are indicated, one for smooth sea reflections and one

for smooth dry earth reflections. Within these regions in hr - d space the

fading is less than 3 db due to sufficiently low surface reflection.

The fact that each region is bounded by two lines can be attributed to

As in Section 2.5 a value of 4 feet RMS will be used for a in the
numerical examples.
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Fig. 24. Receiver altitude vs interaircraft separation measured along smooth curved

ground for 3 dB fades when the transmitter altitude is 50,000 feet.
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the Brewster angle effect (this type of double boundary has shown up on

earlier graphs). Outside these regions the fading will te equal to or greater

than 3 db in the absence of the use of any antifading technique. The use of

frequency diversity in the manner described in earlier sections limits the

region of 3 db or greater fading everywhere to the right of the curve shown

in Figure 24 up to the edge of the usable space demarked by the radio horizon.

Frequency diversity prevents unacceptable fades over increasing interaircraft

distances as the receiver altitude increases. The use of spatial diversity

(with h = 9 feet) is more effective than frequency dive;'sity below about

h =10 feet yielding as much as an additional 150 miles of usable separationr
at h = 102 feet. The amount of extra usable space "bought" by the use ofr
spatial diversity over frequency diversity decreases monotonically as h

increases until about lO feet. Above this "crossover" altitude, frequency

diversity "buys" a larger usable separation, the amount of which increases

to about 70 additional miles when h = l10 feet.r

Figure 25 shows a situation similar to Figure 24 for the 3 db case and

applies to communication over rough surfaces. The frequency diversity limit,

antenna diversity limit and radio horizon lines are the same as in Figure 24.

As in previous figures for the non-zero ground roughness casethe Brewster

angle effect does not show up in the curves and only single lines demark the

region where fades are greater than 3 db (to the right of the lines in Fig. 25).

The other major effect is that illustrated by the "inner" boundary of the

region of diminished reflection from the sea. This is fairly verticallv oriented

in Figures 24 and 25 but begins at an interaircraft distance (d) of 120 miles
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at hr = 102 feet in Figure 24; and the single line begins in Figure 25

at a d of 215 miles for hr = i32 feet. Similarly,for smooth dry land reflections,

the inner boundary begins at about d = 60 miles for ht = A02 feet and the

single boundary for rough dry land reflections in Figure 25 begins at about d

202 miles for hr = 102 feet. Figures 24 and 25 illustrate tI-e general statement

made at the beginning of this section that for the high transmitter-low receiver

case,frequency and spatial diversity can "buy" a great deal of usable space

but the extent of this space is Ireatly reduced by terrain roughness.

In order to complete the calculations in the 3 db case above, and in the

lO db case to followcertain simple geometric transformations were required.

Thus,in earlier curves, - hr or hr - d vwas plotted. These earlier curves

could be used to generate the curves in Figures 24 to 27 by using the relations

h d sin

" 1 1 2

h h + 1 (s-T-)2R esin a

which combine to give

h d sin a + d2/2Rr

or its inverse

/ R sin2 . + 2h R e I sin a

For h t>>hr this yields the distance from the transmitter (or receiver) to

the point of ray reflection (as measured along the ground), given the altitude

h above the curved surface and a.
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Figures 26 and 27 show the usefulness of the two diversity techniques in

alleviating 10 db fades over smooth and rough terrain. The concave curves

"smooth dry land limit" and "smcoth sea limit" in Figure 26 delineate those

regions (in hr-d space) where 10 db fades may be experienced over the respective

smooth terrains. We see that antenna diversity alleviates 10 db fades in almost

all of the hr-d space where such fades occur for either terrain. Frequency

diversity is of substantial aid over dry land, but is of little help in alle-

viating 10 db fades over sea.

Figure 27 shows the rough surface case for 10 db fades. Again the fre-

quency diversity, spatial diversity, and radio horizon lines are from the smooth

surface case, shown in Figure 26. However, the concave boundaries (for greater

than 10 db fades) for the rough land and rough sea case are greatly reduced.

For example, for the dry land case, the concave curve in Figure 26 goes from

dzl50 miles to dz310 miles at hr = 102 feet. The corresponding curve in

Figure 27 goes from dz255 miles to d&310 miles at hr = 102 feet. Thus, there

is a much smaller interaircraft distance in which the use of diversity is

needed to alleviate severe fades.

The preceding should not obscure the observation that over smooth terrain,

cpatial diversity can be used to prevent severe fading from occurring (when
prpe signal combining is used) ovrasignificant reinof h r~sae
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2.6 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS

There are many assumptions and approximations in the preceding four sections

of analysis, most of which were noted at the appropriate points of the discussion.

This section will briefly recall some of the most crucial ones and then indicate

a number of others which were not mentioned earlier.

2.6.1 Atmospheric Effects

The text uses the convenient and commonly used "4/3-earth radius"

approximation to take into account the curvature of the electromagnetic ray

paths in the lower atmosphere due to changes of atmospheric refractive index

n. However, there are a great variety of profiles of n with altitude which are

usually possible. These are dependent upon the geographic location of interest,

the weather, the time of day, and many other factors [5]. The idea of height-

error correction by accounting for the refractivity* N and the initial gradient

of N at the surface of the site of interest has had considerable discuss;3n [5]

but cannot be applied to designing a system which must be utilized in a wide

variety of situations. Further, there exist atmospheric phenomena which involve

"anomolous propagation" which are not at all anomolous (i.e., rare) at many

geographic locations. Some of these are radio holes, anti-radio holes, and

elevated ducts [6].

2.6.2 Geometric Effects

The condition

hr,ht << d (41)

N* N (n-l.O)xlO6
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given in subsection 2.1.1 is crucial to all that follows, but can be expected

to hold for the majority of situations in which the diversity techniques might

be applied. Special cases have been considered, e.g., ht>>hr, but these

conditions do not replace Eq. (41). Rather, they are in addition to it.

Eq. (6), for the divergence factor D, is sometimes said in the literature

to hold for "sufficiently small" angles but it is shown in [3] that it holds so

long as rl,r2<<Re (which should hold in all practical applications of the

diversity techniques) and may be confidently used for all values of the reflec-

tion angle ar.

It has been implicitly assumed in the interference model analysis that

the problem may be treated with a scalar theory. However, the directions of

propagation of the direct and reflected rays are not exactly coincident. Rather,

the rays meet at an angle 0 radians, and the projection of the field strength

vector associated with one ray onto the field strength vector associated with

the other ray must be taken into account. The phasor character used in the

analysis involves physically different effects and does not account for the

preceding effect. Fortunately for the cases considered, i.e., ht=hr and

ht>>hr, the angle 0 is exactly equal to or close t4 ar so that when the ray

projection is taken, cos (ar) will occur as a multiplicative constant. Since,
foe <r100, then cos a > 0.985; the effect is small enough to be neglected in

the situations of interest in this work.
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2.6.3 Propagation Effects

The ray picture of electromagnetic wave propagation is useful within

the interference region.* However,buildings, aircraft structures and other

obstacles present problems that are often best approached with wave theory.

Another situation in which the application of ray theory may have to be re-

examined with care is when the terrain reflection area is within the near

field of one of the antennas, such as might occur in the case when ht>>hr*

Chapter 2 of Kerr [1] deals extensively with the conditions required for the

application of ray theory, and to a much lesser extent, portions of Reed and

Russell [7] (e.g., see 5.10 of [7]) do also.

2.6.4 Antenna Effects

The spatial and frequency diversity techniques described in subsections

2.2.3 and 2.2.4 are constructed so as to be independent of the probable

variations of Lhe antenna gain patterns with spatial direction in the first

case and frequency in the second case. However, the potential occurence of

fades of various depths in the absence of diversity are dependent upon the

practical antenna gain pattern variations. By determining these potential

occurrences~the benefit of diversity usage can be better assessed. When

there are antenna gain variations, Eq. (4) must be rewritten as

E = Edgd{l + R(gr/gd) exp [J(Ps + (PL]) (42)

• This region was described earlier as occurring between the beginning of
the far field of the transmitting antenna and cut to near the radio horizon.

FP
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where gd and gr are the gains of the receiving antenna in the directions of

the direct and reflected ray paths respectively. Some numerical values will

be used to indicate the effe'&; of (gr/gd). If gr/gd< 0.7, then 10 db fades

cannot occur and the amount of fade protection gained by diversity technique

usage is l-ited. If gr/gd -0.3, then 3 db fades cannot occur ard the need

for diversity techniques is questionable. On the other hand, if gr/gd > ,

the amount of fade protection 3ained by diversity technique usage is greater

than for isotropic antennas.

Another circumstance of concern is when the multiple antennas used in a

spatial diversity system do not exhibit identical gain patterns. It is implicit

in the analys.. presented earlier that the direct signal strength is the same

at all the antenna elements in the antenna system. Differences in the .ignal

strength must be accounted for in practice "n the design of the diversity

combininq network.

2.6.5 Diffuse Reflection Effects

When the terrain surface is rough, the diffuse component of the reflected

waves exceeds in magnitude by far the specular component [2.3]. The amplitude

and phase of the diffuse reflections vary in a statistical fashion; the con-

ventiornal model being that the probability density function (PDF) for their

phase is uniform (between 0 and 27r) and the PDF for their amplitude is a

Rayleigh distribution [2]. When h rh <<d the average powor contained in the

diffuse component may be as high as 1/4 of the power reflected by thE same

surface if it were smooth. [2,3] Thus, the RMS electric field strength might
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be as high as 1/2 of that of a wave reflected by the same surface if it were

smooth.

In CW experiments, the time variations of the diffuse fluctuations

appear noise like. However, in a pulsed signal experiment, the amplitude

and phase of the diffuse signal may appear constant over the duration of a

single pulse when that duration is sufficiently small. Thus, at a single

antenna, 3 db fades and deeper ones can occur for some of the stronger

diffuse reflections whose amplitudes lie in the tails of the PDF for the

amplitudes. For example, in the satellite case where ht>>hr, the average

power in the diffuse component of reflection may be as high as 1/2 of the

power reflected by the same surface if it were smooth [3]. in such a case,

tie RMS electric field strength would be 0.7 of that of a wave reflected

by the same surface if it were smooth. In a case where the diffuse

reflection varies slowly in time,relative to the signal duration, both

of the diversity techniques under consideration would combat fades in the

same manner as for the direct-specular ray interference.
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2.6.6 Some Other Effects

In closing Section 2.5, two other points should be briefly noted. The

first is that air frame shadowing of one or more of the antennas of a set can

cause fading at the shadowed antennas. In this case, exposure to the direct

wave (combined with non-effective terrain reflections), and not antenna

diversity, as described in subsection 2.2.3 can cause an unfaded signal at

the unshadowed antenna. During the course of an experiment, some form of

diagnosis, such as the one discussed later in Section 3, must be used to clarify

what is occurring.

The second observation is that discrete tones were used in the con-

sideration of frequency diversitv given in Subsection 2.2.4. The applicability

of these results to spread spectrum systems which exploit a continuum of

frequencies has not been investigated in this report, but from the results of

Reference 15,it is expected that comparable results can be obtained with

spread spectrum signalling.

7
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SECTION 3 5

A MEASUREMENT PROGRAM TO EVALUATE ANTENNA HEIGHT DIVERSITY

Section 2 discussed and quantified the many advantages of spatial

diversity with antenna elements separated in the vertical direction, particularly

for lo', reflection angles. The present section discusses a measurement program

to uxperimentally evaluate the application of vertical space diversity. This

discussion will cover:

(1) The measurements required.

(2) The proposed receiver measurement equipment.

(3) The proposed transmitter measurement equipment.

(4) A list of further topics to be addressed.

3.1 MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED

In this section, the measurements required in assessing the usefulness of

the antenna diversity are discussed in terms of:

(1) Nature of the transmitter-receiver link.

(2) Flight profile.

(3) Number of antennas.

(4) Number of frequencies.

The sections following discuss the electronic instrumentation for accomplishing

the signal level measurements.

In view of the extensive previous investigations [1,4] of height diversity

for a receiver located on the ground, it seems that the prime ca't- of interest

for these experiments is the case where the receiver is an aircraft. Height
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diversity is best used for the lower altitude member of the communications

link. This may be seen from Eq. (26) where if dt, and 4 are given, then the

Ah required at the receiver is inversely proportional to the transmitter altitude.

We propose two cases of transmitter altitude:

(1) Transmitter altitude >> receiver altitude.

(2) Transmitter altitude = receiver altitude.

Although case (1) corresponds to a satellite-air link as well as to air-air

links, the case of a satellite transmitter may not be of as much practical

interest since by appropriate satellite positioning it may be possible to insure

satellite elevation angles high enough to make R (and the multipath loss) quite

low.

In Figures 13, 15, 22, and 23, the aircraft separations and receiver

altitudes were shown at which spatial diversity with a vertical separation of

9 feet can be of value in reducing fades of greater than 10 db to a level no

worse than 10 db. In Figures 12, 14, 20, and 21, the aircraft separations

and receiver altitudes were shown at which spatial diversity can be useful in

reducing fades of greater than 3 db to a level no worse than 3 db.

In planning flight profiles to demonstrate the usefulness of vertical

antenna diversity it is clear that:

(1) It is critically important that the aircraft operate over

quite smooth terrain and keep at as low an altitude in tne regions

of interest as to minimize ar (and hence minimize roughness).
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(2) When a region of significant multipath loss is encountered

(i.e., p is clos? to a multiple of 27), the two aircraft

should fly a path that minimizes changes in 0. Fresnel zone

considerations (Appendix A) suggest that the best such oath

is one aircraft trailing the other.

(3) For terrain - flight profile conditions close to the

boundary of the regions shown in Figures 12 to 15 and 20

to 23, it may be easy to "miss" the region of significant

degradation due to reflection.

Next, consider the number of antennas on the aircraft. From the develop-

ment in Section 2 of this note, observe that the minimum reflection angle, ar,

(which in turn is related to the minimum value of ht/d) at which

antenna diversity can "significantly" change kL is directly propcrtional to

Ah. Since surface roughness effects drop off as (sin a )-2, it is clearlv

advantageous to work with the maximum possible Ah. Thus, it is desirable to

have antennas as widely separated vertically as possible.

If only two antennas are used, it is clear from (13) that transmitter-

receiver geometries exist for which the change in ýL between the two antennas

is a multiple of 27T, in which case antenna diversity does not alleviate the

reflection multipath Fades. In principle, this possibility can be alleviated

by using additional antennas such that there exist verticdl separations

h = 1Ah ( )k 1= ,2,3...,k (43)k = max() max
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where

2v - 66M 21

66= minimum amount by which ýL must be changed to overcome

a fade (at least 7r/4 for 3 db fades and .3 for 10 db fades)

kmax is determined by the maximum % at which fades of the

specified magnitude occur (see Aipendix B).

Thus, if an objective of the experiment is to demonstrate that reflection

multipath can always be alleviated by heigh diversity, it will generally be

necessary to have additional antennas located to produce the height differences

given by (43). At the very least, if the test aircraft permits a vertical

separation considerably greater than that available on the aircraft of operation

interest, it is desirable to have a third antenna located to yield a vertical

separation typical of that achieved on the operational aircraft.

Another issue of practical interest involves the gain patterns of the receiving

antennas. The theory outlined in the previous section assumes that the re-

ceiving antenna beam pattern is perfectly isotropic. In practice, this is not

the case. If antennas in different locations have substantially different

beam patterns at t:.- angle of interest, but have overlapping regions in which

antenna divwrsity is of use, then it is possible to demonstrate the
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usefulness of antenna diversity as long as direct signal strength differences

are taken into account. A practical problem that arises here is the fact that

the arguments used in obtaining Figures 12 to 15 and 20 to 23 assume that

one can utilize the diversity combining schemes described in Appendix E.

If this diversity combining cannot be accomplished, the minimum reflection

angle at which antenna diversity is of aid rises by about a factor of 2 and

the regions in Figure 12 to 15 and 20 to 23 will :hange accordingly (however,

for antenna separations of 18 feet, Figures 7 and 9 are still valid).

Although such gain patterns are available, we are not aware of any

measurements at the frequencies, locations and type of airplane available

for the test program. Thus, we suggest measuring the beam pattern of the

installed receiving antennas before executing a flight test program so

as to address the issues above.

Finally, we consider the number of frequencies to be used in the experiment.
Although in principle only a single frequency is needed to assess antenna height

diversity, we propose to consider use of two frequencies separated by at

least 10-20 MHz. The rationale here is that use of two frequencies with a

substantial frequency difference allows the use of frequency diversity as a

diagnostic tool in assessing antenna diversity as follows: Since frequency
diversity can alleviate ground reflection multipath on a single antenna, if a

signal strength drop is not alleviated by frequency diversity, the fade is

probably due to di-ect path shadowing by the aircraft structure. However, this
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technique is limited, for a given receiver altitude hr below some threshold

values which depend on circumstances (e.g., see Figures 6 to 9), to some

minimum reflection angles cr below which the spatial diversity is effective

but the frequency diversity is not. Hence, to use the above diagnostic tool,

the flight profiles would have to be chosen so that either hr is above the

above-mentioned threshold values or the expected reflection angle of the

specular reflection is not less than the above-mentioned minimum values.

Conversely, if frequency diversity alleviates reflection multipath but height

diversity does not, then it may be that the antenna gain patterns at the two

physical locations are so different that antenna diversity is of little use.

Since it is quite important that this last case be clearly separated from the

previous case in assessing the usefulness of antenna diversity, the use of at

least two frequencies seems necessary. The use of additional frequencies with

spacings

k = (Afmax) (44)

where M is identical to that given after (43) is also desirable for the same

reasons that we used in arriving at (43).

in using these frequencies as a diagnostic tool, it would be desirable to

have all frequencies available s~multaneously since R will vary as the reflection

point moves along tle earth. This of course, necessitates higher transmitter

powers than would be required for single frequency operation. As a straw

figure, we suggest three frequencies f0, f0 + 4 MHz and + 20 MHz where

is the base frequency at L hand.
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3.2 RECEIVER MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

In this sect 4in, the electronic instrumentation required in making the

measurements indicated in the previous section are discussed. The equipment

needs are most conveniently discussed if the receiver system is considered

before the transmitter svstem.

In order to minimize overall system cost and complexity, it has been

assumed:

(1) It is sufficient to characterize the diversity performance

by received signal power (e.g., no attempt will be made to

estimate rf phase between antenna pairs).

(2) Signal-to-noise ratios may be too low to permit the use of

coherent estimation schemes (e.g., use of a phase locked

loop).*

(3) Banks of Doppler filters are not acceptable from the complexity

viewpoint, particularly for inflight processing.

(4) Moderatt frequency stability (e.g., 1 part in lO7) of the L-band

carrier is easily achievable.

(5) Data will be recorded in such a form that sophisticated (e.g.,

use of phase locked loops) post flight signal processing

schemes will be possible should the conditions encountered

require such schemes.

(6) Inflight signal processing will suffice to demonstrate that

acceptable data is being recorded as well as to provide an

indication that the aircraft are in an "interesting" configuration.

Although it should be noted that the recording approach proposed would permit
the post flight use of such a scheme.
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In Figures 28 tc 31, the block diagrams of the proposed receiver and post

flight processing are shown. Figure 28 indicates the on-board processing prior

to recording on FM tape for a single antenna assuming that the transmitted signal

is the sum of sinusoids at frequencies fo' fo + fl and fo + f 2 where foZl.5 GHz,

fl=10 to 20 MHz and f 2=f1/5. A low pass filter bandwidth was deemed adequat.

to encompass the uncertainty in received signal frequency,given

(1) Flight profiles where the aircraft fly one behind the other

at very slowly changing separation. Such profiles would produce

negligible Doppler shift. In some cases, it may be desirable to

consider a stationary receiver (e.a., ground station), in which

case the maximum Doppler shift would be:*

fd =1 5xO 9  300mh - 672 Hz (45)"d 186,000 x 3,600 mph

(2) Frequency stability of the center frequency fo is taken to be

1 part in lO7 at the receiver and transmitter. Thus, the offset

in frequency out of the IF is bounded by

foffset < 2 x l0- x 1.5 x l0 = 300 Hz (46)

(3) Frequency stability of the diversity offset fl is taken to be one

part in 10' at receiver and transmitter. For fl=20 MHz, the foffset

for the signal at fo + fl above should be increased by

This assumes a cruise speed of 300 mph, typical of a Convair 440.
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Fri. 28. In-flight received signal processing prior to recording.
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Fig. 29. In-flight received signal power monitoring.
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Fig. 30. Generation of tones for frequency diversity.
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Fig. 31. Post-Flight signal processing.
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2 x 10- x 20 x 106 4 Hz (47)

The stable sinusoidal source at the bottom of Figure 28 is intended to act

as a timing reference on playback so that tape speed fluctuations will not

degrade possible post flight frequency tracking.

We propose the use of a 14 channel (i.e., 1" tape width) FM analog tape recorder

(which satisfies IRIG specifications) for the inflight preservation of the data.

The data to be recorded should not have an enormous dynamic range (e.g., > 30 db.)

given reasonably alert onboard monitoring of the received signal levels. Opera-

ting at 7.5 inches per second (ips) (to ,give 40 db dynamic range in a 2.4 kHz

bandwidth), a single data tape will last approximately 1.5 hours. Among the

advantages of this scheme over digital recording:

(1) Available off the shelf as tively inexpensive ($14K)

device that will operate in extreme environments.

(2) Data tapes will last longer.
(3) Analog recording is well coupled to the analog processing

contemplated for the bulk of post flight signal processing

"(the very simple signal processing needed can be achieved much

more quickly and inexpensively by analog means).

(4) Voice channel on FM recorders allows convenient recording of

flauxiliary data.
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By using a "standard" recording format, recorders can easily be substituted

should a failure occur. Such tape recorders commonly come with multiples of

seven channels; from the previous sections, it would seem that 10 channels

would be used (3 antennas x 3 frequencies + ref. tone).

Figure 29 shows the inflight received signal estimation used to monitor

receiving system performance and to allow continued adjustment of the aircraft

geometry so as to maximize the "interesting" data. The operational amplifier

is used to minimize current drain on the low pass filter being used as an

approximation to an integrate-and-dump filter. There should be at least as

many of tnese circuits onboard as there are antennas.

In Figure 30, it is suggested that the most convenient method of obtaining

the desired frequencies fo, f, and f 2 is to Jerive them all from a single

precise quartz oscillator. Note that in order to minimize the bandwidth of the

filters in Figures 28 and 29, it is required that the transmitter and receiver

frequency standards:

(1) Each have long and short term stabilities on the order of 1

part in iO7.

(2) Be identical to within 1 part in l10 in order that the net
47

frequency offset be a part in l10.
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With current technology, economically matching and maintaining the

frequencies apparently can only be accomplished with the precision quartz

C crystals available at I MHz and 5 MHz. The "lock box" shown in Figure 30

is a commonly used commercial device consisting of a mixer (to convert the

5 MHz to 1.5 GHz), an IF stage and a phase discriminator to provide the

error input to-the VCO.

Figure 31 indicates the "first-look" post flight processing. The

energy level estimation circuit is identical to that of Figure 29. How-

ever, the utility of storing the output energy levels on a digital tape

is indicated for use in detailed statistical analysis of the data.

3.3 TRANSMITTER MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

Having specified the receiver signal processing, we are now in a position

to analyze the Lransmitter requirements. In Figure 32, a block diagram of the

proposed transmitter system is shown. The quartz crystal oscillator "lock box"

and voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) are utilized here for the same reasons

that led to their use in the receiver front end as shown in Figure 30. The

system shown uses double side band with a carrier power equal to that in the

side bands to achieve the desired three tones with maximum spacing 20 MHz.

Additional study into alternative upproaches (e.g., FM or SSB) that might

better utilize the characteristics of the L-band sources available seems

warranted since the scheme suggested here is intended as a "straw man" to be

used in a first pass cost sizing.
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Fig. 32. Block diagram of transmitter.
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The transmitter power required is a function of:

(1) The desired statistical reliability of the received signal

power estimates.

(2) The receiver noise level.

(3) The length of time over which the received signal power is

iL stationary.

A In Appendix C, formulas are presented that show the tradeoff between the three

factors above. For fades of 3 db to 10 db, a 1 db 90% confidence limit seems

quite reasonable while (from Figure 28) the bandwidth W is 2 kHz*. Thus, the

key issue is the length of time T over which the received signal power should

be stationary.

This depends on the rate of change of the transmitter-receiver-reflection

point geometry as characterized by:

(1) The fractional change in the first Fresnel zone over the time

interval T.

(2) The change in phase angle between direct and reflected rays due

to aircraft geometry changes over the time interval T.

It 'should be noted that post flight bandwidths of several 100 Hz are possible
if the desired frequency stabilities are achieved and Doppler is negligible.
Such a decrease in the bandwidth would yield better statistical reliability
(e.g., a fourfold bandwidth decrease would yield .5 db 90% confidence limits.)
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The fractional change in the first Fresnel zone is of interest since the re-

flection from the first Fresnel zone probably makes the major contribution to

the reflected signal (see the discussion on pages 10-16 of [2]) and it is

recognized that terrain changes may induce significant changes in the reflected

signal. From Appendix A, it can be seen that the case ht=hr yields the

smallest ellipses. Taking ht=hr=lO00 feet, and a =20 as a "worst case," it is

found that the time to move 10% of the first Fresnel zone at 300 mph (:1440 ft/sec)

is the smaller of

TX osO686.4-co 15.6 seconds (48a)Tx=440 cos 6 + 6 sin 6 Cos 0 + ( 60 in)
Ssin 1f t

T = 23.9 0.54
y .s +c54 - seconds (48b)Ty 440 Sin 1 + 6 Cos 0 =sine + ( cos0

where 0 is the heading angle of tht aircraft velocity vector with respect to the

line between the aircraft while 6 is the cross track velocity error in ft/sec.

Since 6<440, it is clear from (48) and (49) that one wishes to operate as

close to 0 = 0 as is possible. Unfortunately, as 6 - 0, the likelihood of antenna

shielding by the aircraft body rises significantly. Thus, it seems reasonable

to consider 0 = 50, in which case

Tx z 15.66 seconds (49a)

Ty .620 seconds (49b)

Tx = time to travel 10% of the major axis of the Fresnel ellipse.

Ty = time to travel 10% of the minor axis of the Fresnel ellipse.
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Changes in the phase angle, 4, between the direct and reflected rays over the

time interval T would induce diversity into the system above and beyond that

which we are attempting to demonstrate. Thus, it is essential that the mag-

nitude of these effects be carefully assessed. Writing Eq. (13) as

= hr(2ht/d) (50)

we see that changes in the heights of the transmitter and receiver and/or

changes in the transmitter-receiver distance will change *. Differentiating

(50) with respect to t

LAY t- 2- +•- (Tr 2w -r (vd) (t) (r) (51)

is obtained where

vr = vertical velocity of the receiver

vt = vertical velocity of the transmitter

vd = velocity of one aircraft with respect to the other

It is now of inteF.st to bound (51) assuming that the pilots will attempt

to keep the aircraft altitudes constant and that the aircraft velocity vectors

do not differ by more than 100. Taking Vr=Vt the sum of the first two terms is
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__ v r (52)

at 1 X -s(

Discussions with several private pilots suggest that an IFR aircraft will (at

worst) have a 50 foot peak-to-peak barometric altitude oscillation with a

period of approximately 10 seconds, thus suggesting

vr = 25 x 27 x -u= 15.7 ft/sec. (53)

Moreover, it is assumed that ar :100 so as to minimize surface roughness.

Using ar = 100 and the result of (53) with x = 1,

( (27r) (4.9) radians/sec. (54)

is obtained. If the aircraft velocity vectors do not differ by more than 100,

then the third term in (52) is upper bounded by

10-•)21 .(2,r) (440 sin 100)( 1 sin2 a) < 27 (.6) radians/sec.

(55)

Combining (54) and (55),

S< (27r) (5.5) radians/sec.
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is obtained. To insure that the net change in Aois less than 1.80 (corres-

ponding to 10% 0- %he minimum change to alleviate 10 db fades), it follows

that

T < 1. )=0.g09 msec. (56)

Comparing this to Eqs. (48) and (49), it is clear that the control of trans-

mitter and receiver altitude is the key constraint on the integration time.

Thus, it is worthwhile considering means of reducing it. Combining

(52) and (55),

ILILY .2r(2vr sin ar + 110 sin sin2 ar

is obtained from which it is clear that operating at very low ar will aid

considerably. For example, by working at (r = 0.50 (an angle that yields

close to maximum receiver altitudes for 10 db fades), one nbtains

T < 0.02 sec.

In Table 4, we give the value of T and P /No (signal power-to-

single sided noise spectral density ratio from Appendix C assuming 1 db 90%

confidence levels and W=2kHz for a variety of combinations of vr and ((r)max.
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Table 4. T and P0/NQ Signal Power-To-Single Sided

Noise Spectral Density Ratio.

vr (ft/sec) 15.7 5 1

(r )max(0) 100 30 .50 100 30 .50 100 30 .50

T (msec) .909 3.04 18.15 2.16 , 69 56.3 5.4 38.5 263.8

P IN (db) 51.8* 46.6* 39.3 48.1* 4/.2 36.05 44.2 36.4 30.1

*These values based on a Gaussian approximation that may not be valid
for the WT product used.

The value for vr given in Eq. (53) seems high since the peak acceleration

would be

ar: 27r yr 9.86 ft/sec2 = 0.32 g

which would be pretty noticeable. If the period rf oscillation is held constant

and it is assumed that ar - 0.1g, then vr = 5 fc/sec. It is clear from the above

that a more refined estimate of vr based on the test aircraft to be used

would be quite helpful.
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For purposes of estimating the power budget, it is assumed that Po/No=40 db

as a representative SNR. In addition the power budges. shown in Table 5

assumes:

(i) Isotropic transmitting and receiving antennas.

(2) A 200 mile aircraft separation.

(3) 300 0K receiver noise temperature.

(4) The maximum fade depth to be estimated at the

specified accuracy is 10 db.

(5) All three tones are transmitted simultaneously

(6) Mixer losses, etc. have been incorporated into the

excess path loss.

Table 5. Power Budget for Transmitter.

Po/No + 40 db

Free space loss +144 db

Excess path loss margin + 20 db

N0  -199 dD

Depth of fades + 10 db

Use of three simultaneous tones + 5 db

+ 13 dbw = 20 watts
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The fifth assumption deserves some additional discussion as there are some

real advantages to operating in a time multiplexed manner:

(1) From Appendix C, Example 1, it can be seen that the

energy/noise density ratio required is given by an

equation of the form

PoT E S=N-oo= K1 + V/K2 + K3,(TW)

"o 10 1~ 2 K(W

where k1, k2 and k3 are constants given In Example 1 of

Appendix C. Thus, using shorter integration times

requires less signal energy. Hence, a time multi-

plexed system would require less signal power.

(2) If the transmitter radiates only one tone at a time,

the complexity of the transmitter may be reduced

substantially.

On the other hand, time multiplexing will necessitate more complexity at the

receiver in terms of synchronization systems. Also, since the primary interest

in frequency diversity is as a tool in analyzing the antenna diversity results,

it would be desirable to have the frequency diversity data all correspond to

exactly the same aircraft - terrain geometry as a given antenna diversity

measurement.
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3.4 TOPICS TO BE ADDRESSED

There are a number of topics which have not been discussed here or

deserve more attention than given here:

(1) Antenna type and location - this issue should be

addressed in specifics for each of the aircraft to

be used. The issues raised in Section 3.1 with

respect to beam pattern effects must be considered

in this context.

(2) Transmitter and recciver rf sections - a detailed

design beyond the block diagrams presented here is

required.

(3) Flight profile and dynamics: Sections 3.1 to 3.3

have emphasized the importance of operating at low

reflection angles (i.e., low receiver altitudes) with

high positional stability in order to minimize trans-

mitter power. Further investigations to better quantify

flight profile errors are necessary before commencing

transmitter procurement.

(4) Diversity combining: in Appendix E we have discussed

some diversity combining schemes which suggest that

the phase change, AtO, between direct and reflected

rays required with an appropriate diversity combining

scheme can be estimated from Figure 10. In practice,

noise considerations and receiver complexity (especially for
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frequency diversity) might dictate slightly larger

phase shifts (e.g., wider antenna separations) than

those considered here.
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APPENDIX A

FRESNEL ZONE CONSIDERATIONS

In this Appendix we compute the length and width of the first Fresnel

zone for the geometry shown in Figure A-1 at appropriate values of ht, hr, and

or (note that h and hr are heights above the tangent plane to the earth). In

addition, we assume trie earth can be modelled as a flat plane and that d>>ht

and hr.

Then from Kerr [1] pages 412-415, we find that

4 h h 4hi hr

AX=dVi + hr
=d d (A-I)

1 (h t+hr) 2  h t+hr sina

1 +- 31 +

* Ay=V l+x-.-+x (A-2)
F (ht+hr) ht+hr+ ,-[----- • 1+ (-'-I-) sin m

1 +7
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Fig. A-i. First Fresnel zone geometry for a flat reflecting plane.
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If ht>>hr and X=i Ft, we obtain

fl + 4hr sln I r *h/sin ar 2 4hsi5nc•r
Ax = d - + h in r 2d h- s=n i ar (A-3)

I +4h tsin a h t ina

I hr Snar =2h~r
4 d 1 + hr sin a r _2•IrFt 2vhr/sina (A-4)

where the approximations

1 + hr sin ar a hr sin ar

I + ht sin ar a ht sin ar

seem good for a "typical" case of ht = 20,000 ft, hr 1,000 ft and
zr

sin ar 0.01.

On the other hand, for ht=hr we obtain

V/I +2h, sir a 2hr/sinar = 2hr . 1Ax =d l + 2 r ri r s n r•

1/2h sn 2hr sin a- 'r
S~(A-5)

4y + 2h s = -l2hr/sin ar (A-6)

In Tables A-i and A-2 we evaluate (A-3) - (A-6) for several values of

hr and ar.
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Table A-1. Fresnel Zone Widths for ht>>hrr

'*ý s incrt 1 11
30 6 0Ax Ay AX Ay AX Ay

_hr(ft) IM) (ft) P7i ft, Mi) (ft±
500 1.3 329 3.7 239 8.5 447

1,000 1.8 337 5.2 465 12.0 632

2,000 2.6 478 7.4 658 17.0 894

Table A-2. Fresnel Zone Widths for ht=hr.

1 1 1

inr 30 60106
hrf)Ax Ay , Ax Ay Ax Ay

""ft (Mi) (ft) AMi) (ft) (Mi) (f)

500 .93 169 2.6 232 690 316

1,000 1.3 239 3.7 329 8.5 447

2,000 1.8 337 5.2 465 12.0 632
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APPENDIX B

OPTIMUM SPACING OF ANTENNAS (FREQUENCIES) IN A HEIGHT

(DISCRETE TONE) DIVERSITY SYSTEM

In this Appendix, we show that the antennas (frequencies) in a height

(discrete tone) diversity system should be logarithmically spaced in order to

efficiently alleviate ground reflection multipath fades over a wide range of

transmitter-receiver geometries. We recall from the body of the report that

both height and frequency diversity rely on changing 4L, the net phase lag of

the reflected signal with respect to the direct signal so that the sum of 1L

and 4S, the phase change on reflection, is no longer close to an odd multiple

of i. In particular, a vertical separation Ahr between two antennas gives

a phase change

4wh fAý. = d Ah r (B-1)

while a frequency change of Af between two tones gives

4wh hrt Af (B-2)
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The need for additional vertical separations (or frequency changes) arises

from the possibility that the transmitter-receiver geometry is such that the

phase change achieved may be close to a multiple of 2w.

We will now demonstrate that in principle, the possibility that the net

phase shift is too close to 2w can be alleviated by using either:

(1) Additional antennas such that there exist vertical separations

Ahk = (Ahmax) (W)k k = 1, 2 ,39...kmax (B-3)

(2) Additional tones such that there exist frequency separations

I1kAfk=(tf)max k = 1, 2 ,39...kmax (B-4)

where Ahax = maximum usable vertical separation

fmax = maximum usable frequency separation

M 2= -27 (B-5)60

60 = minimum amount by which must be changed

to overcome a fade

kmax is determined by the region over which fades of

the specified magnitude occur.

First, we note that both (B-i) and (B-2) are in the form

S= Gx (B-6)
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where G represents the transmitter-receiver geometry and x is the quantity we

vary to obtain diversity. Next, we define a function

rioif < L modulo 2,r < 2 w-6o,

qx(G) i.e., the diversity is effective

0 otherwise (B-7)

In Figure B-1, we see that for a given x, q (G) is a periodic function of G.

If we have m separations (either frequency or vertical), then we can define a

function

q (G) = (G)U g (G) U ... U g (G) (B-8)qsumG gx1 gx
1 2 Xm

= 1 if diversity is effective

= 0 otherwise

where U denotes the logical or operator.

From (B-8), we see that qsum(G) must be zero unLil G=SO/xx. Our

objective is then to choose additional separations {xi} such that qsum(G) is 1

over as great an additional region as possible. As shown in Figure B-2,

choosing

=x /Mmax
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GMa _ (27r -8 M

Xmox Xmax

Fig. B-2. Region of diversity u.;efulness vs generalized transmitter-receiver geometry
with logarithmic separations.
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insures that qsun(G) is 1 out to G = umax . By induction, we see that
%ax

by choosing
-F-

xk = Xmaxlk

we insure that qsu(G) is 1 out to G-(ft-e )Nk. From the text, we recall that

there is generally a maximum value of G, Gmax, above which fades of the specified

magnitude cannot occur. This implies that setting

k.ax=1+log. (Gx maxj

will Insure that diversity Improvement is obtained over the full range of

transmitter-receiver geometries for which improvement can be obtained.
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APPENDIX C

STATISTICAL ASPECTS OF ESTIMATHt7" THE RESULTANT SIGNAL POWER

;n this Appendix, we establish the tradeoff between signal power, noise

levels and integration time to achieve a desired accuracy in the estimate of

resultant signal power using the filter-square-integrate system shown in

Figure C-i. We recall that the signal y(t) out of the band pass filter is

given by

y(t) = V cos (wdt + 0 + n(t) (C-1)

where P0 is the power in the resultant signal and n(t) is the Gaussian noise

with mean square value NOW obtained by passing white Gaussian noise of (single

sided) spectral density No through the bandpass filter with transfer function

H(w) and bandwidth

W =f IH(w)i 2 dw (C-2)
0

In the absence of the WGN, it is easy to see that the system of Figure C-1
A

generates an estimate P0 identically equal to P0 as long as the bandpass filter
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eANIDWiiDH W NF

Figure C-1. Receiver to estimate the resultant signal power.

has unity gain at wd. We now consider the statistical characteristics of the
A

estimate P when WGN is present assuming an ideal bandpass filter (e.g., unity

gain from 0 to W and zero gain at frequencies above W). It is straightforward

to show that for wd t 0 and WdT >> 1.

T I
P0  ~Y2(t) dt - N W = P0 + y8-P0 Jri(t)cos(wdt + *)dt + fi n2(t)dt-NW

0 0

(C-3)

From (C-3) using the fact that n(t) is a zero mean Gaussian random process it

is straightforward to show that the estimate is unbiased. I.e.,

9 A

E[Po Po
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A

Cohptih.g the variance and/or probability distribution of Po directly from

(C-5) gets quite messy, 1 and it is convenient to make the following approximation

to the integral in (C-3) based on assuming an ideal band pass filter and using

a sampled data representation for y(t):

T M
A l 2 0 t-NW 1 y.2 kT N (C-4)

Po rJ y (9 dt0gi-
0 k=!

where

TI

y(-T) = V27 0 cos(wdkT + n) + n (kT) (C-5)

Since the n(kT) are independent, identically distributed random variables, the

variance of the sum in (C-4) is the sum of the variances of the individual

y2 (kT/N), i.e.,

M
Var[Po=- [8PoNoW cos2 (wdkT + n) + 2(NW) 2 ] (C-6)

k=l
A

It should be noted that the distribution of Po is not given by Marcum's
Q function that appears in random phase communicateios channel calculations.
The difference arises becadse we do not attempt to track Doppler (or use a
bank of Doppler filters) in our estimation scheme.
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=]N [4PWNo + 2(NoW) 2J

= 1 [4P0N0W + 2(N0W)2J

A

By assuming that M(=2WT) is large enough such that P has a Gaussian
0

distribution, one can get an estimate of the signal power required to achieve

the desired accuracy as follows:

(1) Define uK = y2 (kT/M)

(2) Then the cen+ral limit theorem states that

( k-E(uk) b .x2/2
Par<uk) _ b < e dx (C-7)

VVar(uk J 2k

(3) By direct substitution from (C-3) and (C-6), it follows

that

luk - E(uk) ^ " P
=- (L-8)

Var(uk) 1 [4 oNOW + 2 (N W)2 11 2

(4) For a confidence level of 1 - c, the usual procedure is

to take y= b = -a > 0 such that

S-x2 

/2
1 f e dx (C-9)

Y
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- ----

(5) Given I - c, we determine y from (C-9). Next, it is desirable

to determine the db deviation in P0 from P0 that corresponds to

the two values of y. This is given by

^ [ -•~4P.N°- + 2N°2W] CIO

10 loglo (P0/P0) z 10 log10 [ + Po -F2 1 (C-1)

(6) Using (C-10), we can readily determine the tradeoff between

Po, No, W and T to achieve the desired accuracy as expressed

by confidence limits.

Example

We want to achieve 90% confidence limits of + 1 db. From (C-10), we

see that this necessitates

C4P 0NO :+2 2N
< 0.20

po 0 IFT-

Moreover, from tables of the Gaussian distribution (C-9), we find that y=1. 6 5 .

Thus, for this case, the minimum value of Po is defined by

Po 4 2 -T (1.65)
___o+2N2W = 8.25

JP N0 + 2N 2W

or alternatively
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4N +•16No + N 2WT(4)(2)(1/8.25)2(2)

Po [4T/(8.25)2]

Po 68.06 El + "•1 + .O147(WT)l]
No T

Thus, for W = kHz and T - I second:

- 524 i.e., 27.2 dbN0

When WT is not large enough to justify use of the Gaussian approximation

to Po, the situation becomes more involvet insof&r as determining confidence

limits goes. If one defines

Uk = v2(kT/M)

a 2k= Cos (wdk +)

2 =NOW

then the density function of uk is given by

k" ad 2/2a2 -ke ak)2/?all

+ j (C-1l)

12'rruk a2
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and the distribution of Po determined by a M fold convolution of (C-1l)

followed by averaging over ý. Somewhat more appealing are bounds based on the

moment generating function of Uk:

M(ukIO) (I 2sa) [exp ak (s + 2s 2 -7 (C-12)I - 2soa

from which we find that the semi-invariant moment generating function of P
0

is given by

Miss 1 - n -1 2 s)+ . Po [S + 2 SNOW

(C-13)

Given M, Po, a2 and confidence limit e/ 2 , one then chooses s>O to give

the smallest value of y>P0 such that

E/2 = exp [U(s)- sy] (C-14)

The value of y found in (C-14) is the upper confidence limit; the lower limit
can be found by choosing s<O to give the largest value of y<P0 such that (C-14)

is satisfied.

In the above, we have assumed that the square law detector does not average

over the phase of wdt. However, if

y(t) = V cos[(w° + wd)t + + nit)
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with wo>>W then in many cases the output of the square law detector is

proportional to the square of the envelope of y(t). This case has been ex-

amined in exhaustive detail by Marcum, Helstrom [10] and Chadwick [11] who

show that the probability density of Po is given by

A (M)/2
POO) 2 P-) exp - . (Po + 2MP2 'Ml (C-15)

where

M 2WT

a2 =N 0 W

IM-1 = M-lth order Bessel function

For small values of M, explicit expressions for the distribution function
A

of P0 in terms of Marcum's Q function and the modified Bessel functions may be

the most accurate means of proceeding. For large M, Helstrom (see pages 177-180

of (10])has demonstrated that the Gaussian approximation to the density in

(C-15) is quite good. Since the squared envelope has the same statistics as

the system described earlier after we take into account the fact that the squared

envelope estimpte is too large by a factor of 2, the procedure and formulas

outlined in (C-7) - (C-10) may still be used.
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APPENDIX D

A FIRST-ORDER MODEL OF MULTIPATH REFLECTIONS

FROM NONSMOOTH SURFACES

D.1 INTRODUCTION

This Appendix presents a first-order model to provide engineering

estimates of the power reflection from nonsmooth terrain. Exact theoretical

results are not available for the general reflection case [1]. Approximate

expressions have been examined and those presented were selected because

(a) they fil. reasonably well much of the available data, and (b) their

analytic simplicity is in keeping with their probable relative accuracy.

It has been observed by Beckmann and Spizzichino [2], Durlach [9], Moore

1001, and others in surveys of the literature that much of the experimental

data available or their interpretations are controversial or in some way

deficient. However, there is sufficient acceptable data [2,3,7,9-14] to

estimate certain important effects, which are presented in this note.

D.l.l Basic Concepts

There are several ways of approaching the description of electromag-

netic field scattering from nonsmooth surfaces. It is convenient to build up the
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desired description by first considering simpler situations. Thus, consider

first a plane electromagnetic wave incident on a smooth planar surface. Assume

the incident plane wave is a simple uniform (TEN*) wave. This is the canonic

plane wave form from which arbitrary nonuniform plane waves can be synthesized.

This incident plane wave may be further usefully decomposed into two simpler

cases. In the first case, called horizontal polarization, the electric

vector is parallel to the reflecting surface. In the second case, called

vertical polarization, the magnetic vector is parallel to the reflecting surface.

The magnitude of the reflected electric field strength er is proportional to
+

the magnitude of the incident electric field strength ei, er = R0  ei where

R+- is the classical Fresnel reflection coefficient for a smooth planar sur-

face. Here the "+" and "-" superscripts indicate vertical and horizontal

polarization. For time-harmonic fields e1 =Ei exp (jwt), er=Er exp (jwt),

the formulas are

R +lny r .. exp(jq, +) (D-!)
0 2 co2y

rr

and

siny- 2 cos2y(D2
R 0 2exp(jqs") (D-2)

siny + Cr-cosy

* A TEN wave has its electric and magnetic vectors perpendicular to each
other and the direction of wave propagation.
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where

-- 60 jAc (D-3)

mand o are the dielectric constant and conductivity (mho/meter) of the terrain,

C 0 is the dielectric constant of free space, A is the free space wavelength (in

meters) of the wave incident on the reflecting surface, at angle of y with respect

to the surface. It has been assumed that the relative magnetic permeability is

unity. The anqle of reflection, yr always equals the angle of incidence,-yi in

the simole smooth planar surface case.

The next step of generalization is to take into account the roughness of

the surface. Usually, the geometry of the rough surface is modelled for con-

venience by a sample function of some random distribution which for most

purposes can be characterized by a small number of parameters. This avoids the

nece3sity of describing the size, shape and location of all the troughs and

peaks in the actual surface. If the surface geometry changes with time (e.g.,

as does the surface of a rough sea) or if a transmitter**and/or receiver motion,

the reflected electric field will require a more complex description than has

been given so far. One approach is to model the phenomena from the equation

Er = (P + ) R+Ei = (Rs +d R) Ei (D-4)

* The angle between the direction of propagation of the reflected wave and
the surface.

** Assumed at this point in the discussion to be far enough away from the surface
so that the incident wave on the surface is a plane wave.
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is the specular reflection coefficient, RrWPrRo is the diffuse reflection

rr

where psand Pr represent a deterministic and a random process, Rs50 sRo

coefficient, and ps and Pr are called scattering coefficients. In the present

model Fr =0 and the deterministic portion of the reflected waves satisfies

yr .The angles of incidence and reflection are now measured between the

direction of the appropriate wave propagation and the planar mean surface as
+

illustrated in Figure D-1. R- is calculated for this mean surface. This model
o

is not grossly different from others in the literature and leads to conclusions

that match reasonably well the experimental results. From the preceding, it

follows that the reflected power varies as

+2
E P 2+1 . 2 1 IEi (0-5)

r Il ) I Rol

since terms like 0rPs = 0. The caret symbol represents complex conjugation

and J...I represents the absolut7 value of the bracketed quantity. kq. (0.5)

yields a convenient decomposition of power as the sum of deterministic and

random constituents.

The next step of generalization takes the effect of the terrain curvature

into account in the reflection process by means of a divergence factor D. To

do thistransmitters and receivers at finite distances r1 and r2 from a point

of reflection must be considered. This is most simply done by considering

the electromagnetic energy radiated outward from the transmitter along trajectories

called ray paths. The rays traversing these paths are locally plane waves and

reflect from surfaces according to the same formulas as plane waves. The
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REFLECTED RAYS

TRANSMITTER\ RECEIVER

r2

CURVED MEAN SURFACE

Fig. D-1. A representation of rough surface scattering.
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geometry of these ray oaths is determined Ly the variations in refractive

index cf the medium in which they exist. In free space,ray paths are straight

lines while in the atmosphere they are usually curved lines. A pencil of rays

emitted by a transmitter which intersects a convex curved surface is reflected as

a second pencil of rays which diverge more rapidly than the first. This is what

factor D measures. It is customarily used only in describing the deterministic
+ +

reflected waves (for which the model requires yi=yr=y) by replacing Rk by DRo.

D is given by [2]

2rlr -1/2D =Do I + (D-6)
R(rl+r2)

where

+ 2rlr 2 1 -1/2

D + R(r1+r2)siny (D-7)

and R is the radius of the earth in the present discussion. Setting rl=Ar 2 ,

Eq. D-6 becomes

D =DO 1+ 2r2 ( 1/ 2 (D-8)

Since

1 A
SIA 1 (for 1<A<c), (D-9)
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and typically

2r 2R <. (D-10)

Eq. (6) reduces to (for reflections from the earth's surface)

D z (D-1D)

for siny of the order of 2r1r 2/R(rl+r 2). For planar incident waves D is

obtained by letting rl-.. in which case

D 1 + Rs2lnyJ (D-12)

for sin Yof the order of 2r 2/R. To account for the curvature of the ray paths

in the lower atmosphere the customary approximation is to use 4/3 of the earth's

radius for R[2]. For nonsmooth curved terrain the mean surfaces are chosen as

curved, as was Illustrated in Figure D-1.

To maintain consistency with common usage the deterministic constituent

the reflected rays will be called the specular rays, and ps will be called the

specular scattering coefficient, The random constituent of the reflected rays

will be called the diffuse rays, and pr will be called the diffuse scattering

coefficient. However, in relating different discussions of reflections from

nonsmooth surfaces in the literature there are small differences in definitions

and basic models.
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From the above theoretical model of the reflection process from nonsmooth

surfaces, a number of general predictions can be made about the results of

experiments. Some of these are as follows. Iu CW experiments (e.g., stationary

transmititing and receiving antennas over a nonsmooth sea) the reflected waves

woulO consist of two constituents. The deteministic portion is commonly called

the coherent component. The phase of the received coherent signal would be

constant. The diffuse portion is commonly called the incoherent or noise-like

component. The phase of the received Incoherent component would be random. In

experiments using pulsed signals it is possible for the pulses to be of suf-

ficiently short duration so that the reflection geometry changes negligibly

throughout the duration of the pulse. In this case, the diffuse rays may not

change appreciably during the pulse and could not be treated as noise-like

during the pulse interval. However, considered over many pulses, this con-

stituent may slowly change in a random fashion.

D.2 SPECULAR REFLECTION

In this section, the assumptions underlying the calculation of nonsmooth

surface scattering will be listed. The theoretical result for specular re-

flection described and the relation of experimental results to the latter

result will be discussed. It is found that the theoretical result, listed in

this section, for the specular scattering coefficient is adequate to model the

experimental results.
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For simplicity consider the one-dimensional case when the surface is given

by a random stationary Gaussian process C;(x). For a given x, i(x) is a random

variable taking on values Z with a PDF (probability density function) of p(Z).

For x=x1 and x=x 2 we write

C1= (x1 ) 2 = &(x2 ) (D-13)

The autocorrelation coefficient C(T), T=Xl-X 2, for a Gaussian process is

given by [2)

c(T) = 2 (D-14)

which has the property that c(T) decreases monotonously from its maximum value

c(O)=l to its minimum value c(-)=O. The distance in which c(T) drops to the

value e- 1 is the important parameter Lgenerally called the "correlation

distance." In most analyses c(T) is chosen somewhat arbitrarily to be

C(T) = exp(-T 2 /L2 ) (D-15)

although the approximate relation c(T):exp(-I'rI/L) was found by one auto-

correlation study, using contour maps 03), to be more accurate. Another

parameter of considerable significance is the root-mean-square height of the

surface irregularities

1/= (D-16)
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A commonly used model of a nonsmooth planar surface is a sample function

of a Gaussian random process with a reference surface of zero mean, i.e., C=O.

Results are derived [2] by use of the following assumptions:

(1) The Gdussi~n random process is stationary.

(2) Multiple scattering of the waves can be neglected.

(3) Shadowing of some surface patches by other surface

Irregularities can be neglected.

(4) The incident electromagnetic wave is a plane wave.

(5) The scattered wave is received at a point sufficiently

removed from the patch of surface which has scattered

it so tOat this wave may also be considered plane.

(6) The linear dimensions of the scattering surface are

large compared to a wavelength A.

(7) The correlation distance is small compared to the linear

dimensions of the scattering surface, but large compared

to X.

(8) The radius of curvature of the surface irregularities are

sufficiently large compared to x so that the classical

Kirchhoff approximation of the boundary conditions on the

electromagnetic fields [2) at the surface may be used.

(9) The reflecting surface is the surface of a perfect

conductor.

A result derived by [2] from the above for specular reflection is for the

average of the square of the absolute value of the specular scattering
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coefficient. We shall use the preceeding result as our mathematical model

for t.e.,

2
I =s = exp (-g)

g = (4wasiny/x) 2  (D-17)

which is independent of L. The quantity Fg (with or withoit the factor of

47r) is often referred to as the "apparent surface roughness." At the end of

the derivation in [2] referred to above,a heuristic argument is given (see

pp. 97-98 of [2]) that the same result applies to the surface of a lossy

dielectric. The data to be presented supports this point of view.

Eq. (D-17) is plotted as the solid curve in Ftgure D-2 alo'ig with data points

deduced from the work of many independent experiments, from Figure 14.1 of [2].
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Fig. D-2. Roughness factor as a function of roug!iness and elevation angle.
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Spizzichino [2] regards the scattering of the data points as due to several

reasons:

(1) The data are often given with little precision.

(2) The measurement of Rs is often inaccurate, especially

near 0 and 1.

(3) There is inaccuracy in evaluation of Ro.

(4) The evaluation of a is often even more inaccurate.

(5) Most points with AO > 0.47r very probably correspond to

diffuse scattering or to a combination of specular and

diffuse scattering since the authors of the data some-

times give values without making it clear to which of the

two types it corresponds.

Nevertheless, the data is considered [2] to substantiate the theoretical

result of Eq. (D-17). It is pointed out in [2] that the data point,, in Figure D-1

were obtained by different measurement techniques used over land and over see,

in plane and hilly country; and in different climates, countries, and continents.

This, indeed, adds great generality to the results,

Further strong support for the above point of view, and justification for

Eq. (D-17)is given by the data on coherent reflection in Refs. [11,12] of which

the data in [12] is reproduced below in Figure D-3. From our earlier comments

this data should measure the specular scattering coefficient and is plotted in

that manner. The solid line represents exp(-g/2), and the horizontal coordinate

aY/xZAstrY/x.
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Fig. D-3. The specular scottering coefficient ý, apparent ocean roughness.
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There are portions of the curve in Figure D-3 which go below the data

points. The author [3] observes that this departure begins at precisely that

point at which the curve of incoherent reflected field strength vs. apparent

surface roughness changes character and conjectures that a single mechanism*

is responsible for these phenomena. There has been no further work published,

to the knowledge of the present author, which investigates this conjecture.

D.3 DIFFUSE REFLECTIONS

There are the results of a number of experiments which can serve as useful

guides for constructing a first-order model for diffuse reflections. The data

described in Section 15.2 of [2] (which includes data taken at 1 GHz), which

is taken by Spizzichino as verification of the theory given in Section 12.4.3

of [2], suggests that for very rough surfaces

( -RM 0.35 + 0.15 ( -8

i.e., pr is a number, independent of asiny/A (the apparent surface roughness),

and independent of the relative position of the receiving antenna. The distri-

bution of (pr)RMS from a variety of experiments are shown on page 336 of [2].

Eq.(D-l$ gives an asymptotic result for (PdrRMS for "large" 4raslny/x.

(PrRMS for "low" and "intermediate" values of 41osiny/x can be estimated

reasonably well from the data on incoherent scatter discussed by Beard, Katz,

* Multiple scattering, which is neglected in the derivation of Eq. (D-17).
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and Spetner[11], and by Beard 0.3,12]which is illustrated in Figure 0-4. The

vertical coordinate of the original figure in[12] has been rewritten in our

present notation (pr )RS. These data were taken over water under varying

sea-state conditions and at various frequencies. The solid curve represents a

good estimate for a first-order model. If a transmitting and receiving antenna

"were in relative motion over a rough soil it is plausible to assume that the

diffuse multipath would have a similar character to that measured by fixed

antennas over a time-vary'ing nonsmooth sea.

We have been unable, to date, to find a theoretical result

which predicts the data on (,pr Rs. A simplified, heuristic derivation is

offered in a footnote on page 340 of [2] but the description is too brief and

ambiguous to reconstruct. As a heuristic alternative, one useful simple first-

order model is aOven by

I rJ= 0.25[1 - exp(-g)] (D-19)

Calculations from ths simple model are compared with the mean value of

Beard's data [31 are illustrated in Figure D-5. Although the curves for the

model and for the experimental data do not correspond in all details, the

first does predict the trend of the second with reasonable accuracy in the

slightly rough surface and rough surface cases and will yield the correct

asymptotic value for very rough surfaces. The goemetry is Fuch that the

altitudes of the transmitting and receiving antennas are small compared to

their separations.
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Fig. D-5. The scattering coefficient of diffuse power
reflected vs apparent surface roughness.
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From all of the preceding, a composite figure may be constructed for

the scattering coefficients of the specular and diffuse reflected power. This

is shown in Figure D-6.

The .preceding holds when the altitudes of the transmitting and receiving

antennas are small comparAd to the distance between them. In the satellite-

aircraft case, Jordan finds theoretically [14] from the asymptotic evaluation

of the appropriate integral*, that the diffusely reflected power is

Pr = D2 R012 (1 - e-g)pi (D-20)

where Pi is the incident power. However, the experimental results reported in

[14]show smaller values of Pr than indicated by Eq. (D-20) but larger than that

modelled by Eq.(D-19M From the data in [14]the Ipr 2 curve in Figure D-7 was

constructed. This data may be simply modelled by

P = 0.5 [1 - exp (_g)] 2  (D-21)

* Private communication.
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Fig. D-7. The d:ffuse scattering coefficient vs apparent surface roughness
for satellite-aircroat geometries. The data from fig. 11 of reference 9 was
used to construct th, smooth curve. The model is from Eq. 21.
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APPENDIX E

CONBINING OF DIVERSITY OUTPUTS

In this Appendix we discuss some methods of suitably combining the

antenna (frequency diversity) outputs so as to alleviate ground reflection

multipath fading. Our objective here is to demonstrate that the change A#LO

in the direct-reflected signal phase [cf (4) and (13)] given by Figure 10

(A#L0 = sin-1 p where the fade margin = 20 log10 ,) suffices for situations

other than that shown in Figure 10.

First, we observe that if no combining of the antenna outputs is

accomplished, then situations can arise in which a value of ALO twice that

in Figure 10 is required. As an example of this, we consider Figure E-1. If

the angle 8 between Er and Ed is -A#LO+ (where ,<<A#o) at the lowest antenna

of the set of antennas, then it is not sufficient for Ahr to be such that

there is &fo relative phase lag between Er and Ed at a higher antenna because

this would not insure that the desired fade margir. is obtained. Rather, A;hr

would have to be such that there is 2AkLo relative phase lag between Er and

Ed at the higher antenna to obtain the desired fade margin.

However, with suitable combining of the two antenna outputs, it is possible,

in principle, to achieve alleviation of fading with the value of AOL0 given by

Figure 10. One su-ch scheme (suggested by the results in [8] assumes that a

good estimate of the relative phase between the diversity (e.g. antenna) outputs

can be obtained such that the rf vector outputs can be _-:%ibined in phase
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(e.g., by use of a ferrite phase shifter). With this scheme utilized for the

case illustrated in Figure E-l,analysis shows that the minimum phase lag

required, is slightly less (typically 1%) than that required in Figure 10.

A somewhat simpler scheme for combining antenna outputs is shown in Figure

E-2. This system achieves performance quite comparable to that phase estimation

scheme discussed above. For example, at a 10 db fade margin, the system shown

in Figure E-2 requires a 4LO 15% larger than that given by Figure 10 (thus,

necessitating aif antenna separation 15% larger for fixed geometry or

alleviation down to a-jgles 15% larger). For a 3 db fade margin, the value of

4LO would be 27% larger than that given by Figure 10.

In view of the closeness of the value of #LO based on Figure 10 to the

values r'equired for the above combining schemes, it was decided to use the

AOLO values obtained from Figure 10 for the numerical calculations. However,

we should note two limitations of our diversity combining analysis:

(1) For communications applications, the diversity scheme

should alleviate all reductions in signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) below the specified fade margin rather than simply

reductions in signal level. The extent to which the

combining schemes discussed above achieve the desired

SNR improvement will depend on the details of the partic-

ular receiver equipment being utilized.

(2) With frequency diversity, the above combining schemes

may be difficult to implement operationally. If this is

the case and no other suitable combining schemes are
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dd, =

utilized, then the value of A*L0 used for frequency diversity

[in (29)]would have to be twice that used for antenna diversity.

Thus, one would have to use a af = 20 MHz to achieve

the improvement shown here for Af = 10 MHz.
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